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Abstract 

ABSTRACT 
Multiphase flow in the oil and gas industry covers a wide range of flows. Thus, over the 
last decade, the investigation, development and use of multiphase flow metering system 
have been a major focus for the industry worldwide. However, these meters do not 
perform well in slug flow conditions. 

The present work involves experimental investigations of multiphase flow measurement 
under slug flow conditions. A two-phase gas/liquid facility was designed and 
constructed at Cranfield University. It consisted of a 0.05 m diameter 25 m long 
horizontal pipeline with the necessary instrumentation. 

An ultrasonic multiphase metering concept has been proposed and investigated. The 
concept was based on the combination of non-invasive and non-intrusive ultrasonic 
sensors and a slug closure model. The slug closure model was based on the "slug unit" 
model to infer the gas and liquid phase volumetric flowrates. 

The slug characteristics obtained by non-invasive and non-intrusive ultrasonic 
techniques were inputs to slug closure model which calculates the factors KI (Liquid), K2 

(Liquid), K3 (Gas) and K4 (Gas). These factors are function of the slip ratio in the slug body, 
flow profile (CO), drift velocity (Vd), liquid holdup and gas void fraction in slug body, 
slug length, film length, and the total length of the slug unit. Based on ultrasonic sensor 
measurements, the slug translational velocity was estimated and the slug closure model 
then calculates the gas and liquid phase volumetric flowrates. 

Air water slug flow data were gathered and processed for a range of superficial 
velocities VSL=0.3 to 1.03 ms'1 and VsG=0.6 to 3.01 ms'1. The overall goal of a 5% 
relative error metering for both phases was not achieved for the conditions tested. The 
liquid phase percentage errors were from -63.6% to 45.4% while the gas phase 
percentage errors were from 42% to -14.6%. 

Key words: slug flow, slug characteristics, slug closure model, non-invasive ultrasonic, 
non-intrusive ultrasonic, clamp-on transit time ultrasonic flowmeter. 
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Introduction 

1.1 Reasons behind this Thesis 

Recent years have seen the increasing acceptance of ultrasonic flow measurement 
techniques in the oil and gas industry as demonstrated in the recent international 

conferences (FLOMEKO, North Sea Flow Measurement Workshop) which up to half of 
the papers presented were related to ultrasonic flow metrology. 

Ultrasonic techniques have significant potential benefits over the traditional mechanical 
flow measurements including higher reliability, greater rangeability, lower maintenance 
requirements and on-line maintenance possibility. The most significant benefit of 
ultrasonic flow meters is that they are non-invasive or non-intrusive. 

The advantages of the ultrasonic technique encouraged many researchers to carry out 
further theoretical and experimental investigations to implement this fascinating 
technique to oil and gas multiphase flow measurements. The present work was driven 

with the hope to introduce a new ultrasonic metering concept for the oil and gas 
industry. 

1.2 Background 

Multiphase flow in oil and gas industries covers a wide range of flow conditions. Over 
the last decade, the investigations and developments of multiphase flow metering 
system for use in oil fields have been a major focus for the industry worldwide. 

An offshore production facility consists of several satellite wells. The contents of each 
well are combined and passed onshore via a common pipeline. Each satellite well 
produces variable quantities of oil, water and gas during its lifetime. However, if 

12 



Introduction 

different companies own these wells, their flowrates and compositions must be 
monitored before any mixing takes place. This factor is one of the main reasons behind 
the increased importance of multiphase flowmeters. 

Within the oil and gas industry, it is generally recognized that the implementation of 
multiphase flow metering could lead to great benefits in terms of well testing, reservoir 
management, production allocation, production monitoring, capital expenditure and 
operational expenditure. So it can be concluded that using multiphase flowmeters can 
lead to: 

Reduction in the capital cost as the outputs of several wells can be grouped 
together after being metered at the well discharge. 

" Reduction in capital cost of new offshore platforms by replacing the bulky and 
heavy test separators. 

" Better reservoir management, production allocation and optimisation of total oil 
production over the lifetime of the field. This could mean the continued 
production for otherwise uneconomical wells rather than abandonment leaving 
behind a high proportion of the oil untapped. 

An ideal multiphase flowmeter would be able to measure to the required accuracy over 
the range of component fractions and flow rates. The general agreement amongst the 
major oil companies is that a satisfactory multiphase meter would need to measure over 
0-99% gas volume flowrate and 0-90% water cut. The ideal multiphase flowmeter 
should have several attributes apart from the ability to measure up to the required 
accuracy level as listed below: 

" In order to minimise erosion of the device, to avoid pressure drop and 
difficulties with pipe cleaning operations, the flowmeter should not physically 
interfere with the flow. In other word, it should be non-intrusive meter. 

" Multiphase flowmeter should be robust, reliable and require little maintenance, 
especially for subsea metering applications where maintenance operations are 
costly. 

" It should also be flow regime independent, i. e. unaffected by changes in the 
prevailing flow regime. 

" Another important factor to consider when designing a multiphase flow meter is 
cost. The price of multiphase flowmeter should be within the current market 
price (approximately £100 - 200k for surface and £200 - 400k for subsea per 
unit). 

The measurement accuracy obtained by multiphase flowmeter should be at least 
comparable to the test separation method. In practice, about 5% relative error accuracy 
in the phase mass flowrates and about 2% absolute accuracy in the water cut are desired. 
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However, from practical point of view, the wide variety of possible flow regimes for oil, 
water and gas mixtures makes these requirements hard to be achieved. Therefore, there 
is still much work to be done in this area. 

1.3 Thesis Overview 

Recent years have seen the increasing acceptance of deploying ultrasonic flow 
measurements technique in oil and gas industries. However, the implementation of the 
ultrasonic technique is still restricted to the single phase pipelines such as export 
pipelines. 
This thesis presents a new metering concept to measure multiphase flow in pipeline 
using combinations of non-invasive and non-intrusive ultrasonic sensors. 

Due to the fact that multiphase flow system has a wide range of flow conditions and 
cannot be addressed within a single study, this thesis concentrates only on two-phase 
gas/water flow in horizontal pipelines. 

During the production well lifetime, the gas and liquid phases will typically adopt a slug 
flow pattern. This thesis describes the development of ultrasonic metering concept for 

metering two-phase air/water under slug flow conditions. 

1.4 Thesis Objectives 

This thesis experimentally investigates the development of an ultrasonic metering 
system through the use of a combination of non-invasive and non-intrusive ultrasonic 
sensors to measure the gas and liquid phase volumetric flowrates under slug flow 

conditions in a 2-inch horizontal pipeline. The main objectives of this thesis are: 

" Literature review of the multiphase metering systems and ultrasonic 
applications in multiphase flow measurement. 

" Literature review in slug flow characteristics and modelling of slug flow. 

" Develop a slug closure model to infer the gas and liquid phase volumetric 
flowrates. 

" Measuring the slug flow characteristics by non-invasive and non-intrusive 
ultrasonic sensors. 

" Design and build a two-phase gas/liquid facility and its instrumentations to 
assess the performance of the ultrasonic metering concept under two-phase 
gas/liquid slug flow conditions. 

Based on the outcome from the last objectives, a set of proposal for future study is 
presented. 
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1.5 Thesis Structure 

The remainder of this thesis is divided into 6 chapters, the content of which are 
described below. 

Chapter 2, 'Review of Multiphase Flow Measurement Techniques'. 

In the first part of this Chapter, the definition of multiphase flow, flow regimes and flow 
map in horizontal pipes are introduced. The second part of the Chapter introduces the 
reader to the concept of measurement strategies followed in multiphase flow systems. 
The third part of the Chapter introduces the techniques of multiphase flow 
measurements currently available. The fourth part concentrates on the ultrasonic 
measuring techniques and their application in multiphase flow. This part of the chapter 
is demonstrated through the latest patents in the applications of ultrasonic for 
multiphase flow measurements. 

Chapter 3, `Slug Closure Model and Ultrasonic Metering Concept 

This chapter is separated into four main parts. The first part describes the slug flow 
initiation and dissipation process in two-phase gas/liquid in horizontal pipelines. 
Empirical correlations for slug flow characteristics including slug body velocity, slug 
body liquid holdup, slug frequency, and slug length are presented in the second part of 
this Chapter. In the third part of this chapter, the development of the slug closure model 
based on the slug unit "steady-state" model is presented. Then the ultrasonic metering 
concept is detailed in the fourth part of this Chapter. 

Chapter 4, `Experimental Set-up', 

In the first part of this Chapter, the water and gas supply system and their 
instrumentations are presented. The conductivity ring design and its calibration process, 
non-invasive ultrasonic sensors and their signal conditioning unit, the non-intrusive 
ultrasonic level sensor and its electronic circuit are described in the second part of this 
Chapter. This is followed by the experimental test campaigns and the data acquisition 
systems are presented. 

Chapter 5, `Slug Characteristics Measurements by Ultrasonic Techniques'. 

This chapter describes firstly the ultrasonic signals generated under slug body and film 
zone. Then in the second part, the measurement of the slug frequency using non- 
invasive ultrasonic sensor is presented. The third part describes the measurement of the 
slug translational velocity using non-invasive ultrasonic sensor. The slug body length 
and the film region length are measured by non-invasive ultrasonic sensor and they are 
presented. The fifth part of this Chapter presents the slug body liquid holdup and the 
film liquid holdup measurements by non-intrusive ultrasonic sensor. The sixth part of 
this chapter then describes the method used to extract the flow profile Co and the drift 
velocity Vd. 
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Chapter 6, `Ultrasonic Multiphase Metering Performance Assessment'. 

This chapter describes the performance assessment of the proposed metering concept. 
Experimental data are obtained from the two-phase gas/liquid facility, for the range of 
liquid superficial velocities VsL=0.3 to 1.03 ms" and gas superficial velocities VSG=0.6 
to 3.01 ms-1. These data are processed to calculate the slug closure model factors Kl 

(Liquid), K2 (Liquid), K3 (Gas) and K4 (Gas), the gas and liquid phase volumetric flowrates, and 
the relative predication errors. 

Chapter 7, `Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work', 

The thesis concluded by summarising the conclusions of all the previous chapters. A 
discussion of future work is also included. 
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Chapter 
2, 

Review of Multiphase Flow 
Measurement Techniques 

This chapter provides a selective background of the experimental and the theoretical 
approach to a number techniques applied in area of multiphase flow measurements 
including ultrasonic transit time methods. 

The chapter starts with the definition of multiphase flows and the fundamentals of 
multiphase flow system in pipeline, Section 2.1. The current status of multiphase flow 
measurements is discussed in Section 2.2. 

In Section 2.3, different direct measurement techniques for phase fraction, phase 
velocity and phase density using different measurement techniques are discussed. 

The review of ultrasonic techniques used in multiphase flow measurement is presented 
in Section 2.4. Finally, the chapter summary is presented in Section 2.5. 
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2.1 Multiphase Flows 

The simultaneous flow of two or more phases in pipe is termed multiphase flow. 
Multiphase flow systems are of great industrial significance and are commonly found in 
the chemical, process, nuclear, hydrocarbon and food industries. The subject has 
received widespread research attention, particularly over the past five decades. 

In multiphase flows, the flow behaviour is much more complex than for single-phase 
flow. The phases tend to separate because of differences in density. Shear stresses at 
the pipe wall are different for each phase as a result of their different densities and 
viscosities. The most distinguishing aspect of multiphase flow is the variation in the 
physical distribution of the phases in the flow conduit, a characteristic known as flow 
pattern or flow regime. 

2.1.1 Horizontal Gas-Liquid Flow Regimes 

Gas/Liquid flow regimes in horizontal pipes are summarised in Figure 2-1, from top to 
bottom in order of increasing gas flow rate. 

a Bubble Flow: In bubble flow, small gas bubbles flow along the top of the pipe. 

" Elongated Bubble Flow: Collisions between the individual bubbles occur more 
frequently with increasing gas flow rate and they coalesce into elongated 
"plugs". This is often called plug flow. 

Smooth Stratified Flow: The gas plugs coalesce to produce a continuous gas 
flow along the top of the pipe with a smooth gas-liquid interface typical of 
stratified flow at relatively low flow rates. 

" Wavy Stratified Flow: In most situations, the gas-liquid interface is rarely 
smooth with ripples appear on the liquid surface. The amplitude increases with 
increased gas flow rate. 

" Slug Flow: When the amplitude of the waves travelling along the liquid surface 
becomes sufficiently large enough for them to bridge the top of the pipe, the 
flow enters the slug flow regime. The gas flows as intermittent slugs and with 
smaller bubbles entrained in the liquid. 

" Annular Flow: Occurs when gas flow rate is large enough to support the liquid 
film around the pipe walls. Liquid is also transported as droplets distributed 
throughout the continuous gas stream flowing in the centre of the pipe. The 
liquid film is thicker along the bottom of the pipe because of the effect of 
gravity. 
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Figure 2-1: Flow Regimes of Gas/ Liquid Horizontal Flow 

2.1.2 Gas-Liquid Flow Regimes Map in Horizontal Flow 

The most distinguish aspect of multi-phase flow is the variation of the physical 
distribution of the phases in the flow conduit, a characteristic known as flow pattern or 
flow regime. The flow pattern that exists depends on the relative magnitudes of the 
forces that act on the fluids. These forces such as buoyancy, turbulence, inertia, and 
surface-tension forces, all vary significantly with flow rates, pipe diameter, inclination 
angle, and fluid properties of the phases. 

Flow pattern is often displayed using a flow pattern map, which is a two-dimensional 
map depicting flow regime transition boundary. The selection of appropriate 
coordinates to present clearly and effectively the different flow regimes has been a 
research topic for a long time. The dimensional coordinates such as superficial 
velocities are much more generally used in practice as the one by Taitel et al. (1976). as 
shown in Figure 2-2. 
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Figure 2-2: Horizontal ) Flow Regimes Map by Taitel et al. (1976) 

2.2 Current Status in Multiphase Flow Measurements 

Multiphase metering methods can be classified into two major groups. The first group is 
the conditioning methods where the condition of the phases in the pipe is changed 
(phases partial separations or phases mixing) upstream of the metering point. The 
second group is the direct method, where the phase parameter measurements are 
achieved without a pre-conditioning process. 

In a partially separation system, as the name suggests, is based on partially separate the 
flow, usually into predominately liquid and predominately gas streams, before 
measurement. Since the separation is only partial, some liquid expected to travel with 
the gas stream. As a result, each flow stream only needs to be measured over a limited 
range of phase fractions as shown in Figure 2-3a. 

In homogenous based systems, the flow is pre-mixed to try to ensure that all 
measurements are made on a homogenous flow, hence removing the problem of now 
regime dependency and reducing the number of and difficulties of measurement 
required. Figure2-3b shows an example of a commercially available three-phase 
flowmeter which uses this strategy. The Framo multiphase flowmeter uses a tank mixer 
to homogenize the flow both radially and axially. The homogenized flow then passes 
through a Venturi meter which is used to measure the velocity of the mixture, and a 
dual-energy-ray attenuation meter which uses two different energy levels of the Barium 
133 isotope to determine the oil, water and gas fractions. 
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Figure 2-3: Preconditioning System (Thorn et al. 1997) 

2.2.1 Measurement Strategies -Inferential Approach 

The primary information required by a user of multiphase meters is the mass flow rate 
of the each phase. An ideal multiphase flow meter would make independent direct 
measurements of each of these quantities. Unfortunately, direct mass flowmeters for 
use with two phase flows are rare and do not exist at all for three phase flows. 

An alternative to direct mass flow measurement is to use an inferential method. An 
inferential mass method requires both the instantaneous velocity and cross sectional 
fraction of each component to be know in order to calculate the individual component 
mass flowrates and total mixture mass flowrate (Thorn et al. 1997). Figure 2-4 shows a 
schematic of such an approach. Two types of parameters are monitored by a multiphase 
metering system: 

1. Primary parameters: 

Phase fraction (e. g. void fraction, water cut); 

" Phase velocity (the velocity of each phase as they cannot be assumed to 
be travelling at the same velocity); 

" Phase density. 

2. Secondary parameters: 

" Flow regime (this may be considered as a primary parameter if a flow 
dependent sensing technique is used); 
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0 Phase viscosity; 

0 Phase salinity; 

0 Phase permittivity/ conductivity. 

Density information of the oil, water and gas components are readily available from 
other parts of the production process, e. g. densitometer readings or estimated from PVT 
diagrams using measured pressure and temperature. Therefore, the problem is to 
measure the oil, water, and gas velocities and two of the component fractions. The third 
component fraction (oil fraction) is deduced from the fact that the sum of the three 
phase fractions is equal to unity. 

1T1=a, xVýxp, XAP, 
Pe+a, 

XV,, xp, xAP, 
P, 

+aoXV. xp, XAP, 
Pe (21 

where 

m is the total mass flow rate, 

pb, pH, and po are the densities of gas, water and oil, 

Vg, V, and Vo are the velocities of gas, water and oil, 
Apipe is the pipe cross section area. 
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Figure 2-4: Inferential Multiphase Flow Measurement Strategy (Thorn et al. 1997) 
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2.3 Direct Measurements Techniques in Multiphase Flow 

2.3.1 Phase Fraction Measurement 

The two most commonly used methods for measuring gas and liquid fractions in a 
multiphase flow are based on gamma-ray attenuation and electrical impedance 
techniques. 

2.3.1.1 Gamma Ray Attenuation (Absorption) Measurement 

The basic principle for the gamma-ray attenuation technique is the fact that the intensity 
of a collimated beam decreases exponentially as it passes through matter. 

There are different gamma ray systems which are used in multiphase flow metering 
including, single-beam, dual-beam or multiple-beam gamma ray systems. Gamma ray 
attenuation measurement is applicable to all possible combinations of two-phase and 
three-phase flows (Corneliussen et al. 2005). 

2.3.1.1.1 Single-Beam Gamma Ray Attenuation (Absorption) 

The single energy gamma ray attenuation measurement is based on the attenuation of a 
narrow beam of gamma ray of energy as shown in Figure 2-5. 

Fan Beam Lead Collimator 

)unt rate 
Output 

Distance from Source 

Figure 2-5: Single-Beam Gamma Ray Densitometer 
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Single energy gamma ray attenuation can be used in liquid/liquid system (oil/water) or 
liquid/gas system. In a pipe, with inner diameter d, the intensity of the beam of 
radiation after it has passed through the mixture of two-phase flow is given by: 

2 
Im(e) =Iv(e) x exp[-1Z ai x µ1(e) xd] (2.2) 

where 
Im(e) is the measured countrate, 
I, (e) is the count rate when the pipe is empty, 
µi is the linear attenuation coefficients for the two phases. 

Apart from fractions of the phases a; , the attenuation coefficients µi are also initially 

unknown. However, the latter can be found by calibration where the meter is filled with 
individual fluids. In both cases the following two equations for water and oil can be 
used: 

IW =Ivxexp[-aw x pw x d] (2.3) 

Io =Ivxexp[-a0 x µo x d] (2.4) 

These two calibration points together with the relation any + ao =1 can be rewritten as 
an expression for the water fraction in two-phase liquid/liquid mixture (or the water 
cut): 

ln(I 
W) - 

ln(Im ) 
(2 In(IW)-ln(I0) . 5) aW 

2.3.1.1.2 Dual-Energy Gamma Ray Attenuation (Absorption) 

In order to determine oil, water and gas fractions, two independent measurements are 
required using dual or multiple energy technique. This technique has been investigated 
by a number of researchers (Abouelawafa and Kendall. 1980; Roach and Watt. 1996; 
Van Santen et al. 1995 and Hewitt et al. 1995). 

The basics of dual energy gamma ray absorption measurement are similar to the single 
energy gamma ray attenuation concept, but now two gamma energies el and e2 are used. 
In a pipe, with inner diameter d, containing a mixture of water, oil and gas with 
fractions ag, aw and a0 , the measured count rate Im (e) is: 
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3 
Im (e) =Iv (e) x exp[-11 ai x µi (e) xd] (2.6) 

where 
Iv(e) is the count rate when the pipe is empty, 

p, is represent the linear attenuation coefficients for the three phases (µg ,µ w99 0 

For two energy levels, el and e2, provided the linear attenuation coefficients between 
water, oil, and gas are sufficiently different, two independent equations are obtained. 
The third equation is simply the fact that the sum of the three phase fractions in closed 
conduit should equal to unity as given: 

ag+aw+CEO =1 (2.7) 

A full set of linear equations is given below. Ro, RW, Rg, and Rm represent the 
logarithm of the count rates for water, oil, gas and mixture, respectively, at energies el 
and e2. 

RW(el) R0(el) R9(el) aW Rm(el) 

RW(e2) R0(e2) Rg(e2) x ao = Rm(e2) (2.8) 

Li 11 ag 1 

The elements in the matrix are determined in a calibration process by filling the pipe 
with 100% water, 100% oil, and 100% gas (air) or alternatively by calculations based 

on the fluid properties. Together with the measured count rates at the two energy levels 
from a multiphase mixture it is possible to calculate the unknown phase fractions. In 
Figure 2-6 shows a typical response triangle with a dual energy source (18 keV and 60 
keV) for water, oil and gas mixture. 

The corners of the triangle are the water, oil and gas calibrations, and any point inside 
this triangle represents a particular composition of water, oil and gas (Rafa et al. 1989). 
The shape of the triangle depends mainly on the energy levels used (thus specific 
radioactive source), pipe diameter and detector characteristics; however, fluid properties 
may also influence the triangular shape. If the count levels are too close the triangle 
will transform into a line and therefore cannot be used for a three-phase composition 
measurement. 
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Figure 2-6: Dual Energy Gamma Ray Response Triangle (Rafa et al. 1989) 

2.3.1.2 Electrical Impedance Measurements 

The main principle of electrical impedance methods for component fraction 
measurements is that the fluid flowing in the measurement section of the pipe is 
characterised as an electrical conductor. By measuring the electrical impedance across 
the pipe diameter (using e. g. contact or non-contact electrodes), properties of the fluid 
mixture, conductance and capacitance, can be determined. The measured electrical 
quantity of the mixture then depends on the conductivity and permittivity of the oil, gas 
and water components, respectively. Figure 2-7 shows the basic principle of impedance 
method to measure component fraction. 

Ze 
Ce 

Figure 2-7: Impedance for Component Fraction Measurement (Thorn et al. 1997) 

Gas phase only 
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If the electrical impedance Ze is measured across two electrodes, between which an 

oil/water/gas mixture is flowing, the measured resistance Re and capacitance Ce are 
given by: 

R_ 
, +(02R2 +CP)2 

(2.9) 
e w2RmCP 

[1+0)2R2 C (C +C )2]CP 
C= mmmP (2.10) 

e 1+uo2Rm(Cm +CP)2 

The resistance Rm and capacitance Cm of the mixture flowing through the pipe depends 

on the permittivity and conductivity of the oil, water and gas components, the void 
fraction and water fraction of the flow, and the flow regime. 

The measured resistance and capacitance not only depends on R. and C. but also on 
the excitation frequency w of the detection electronics and the geometry and materials 
of the sensor. For a particular sensor geometry (and hence fixed Cp) and flow regime, 
the measured impedance will be a direct function of the flow component ratio. 

In oil continuous mixture Re is large and can be difficult to measure reliably. For the 
flows in which water is the continuous phase, a short circuiting effect will occur, caused 
by the conductive water, if the sensor excitation frequency, fc, is less than: 

6 
f<w 
c ice s 0w 

(2.11) 

where 

a,, and cN, are the conductivity and permittivity of the water component respectively. 

For process water this would mean a frequency below that of microwave frequencies. 
Therefore, impedance method is limited to oil or water in continuous phase. 

However impedance based methods suffer from two important limitations - they cannot 
be used over the full component fraction range and are flow regime dependent. This 
dependency is eliminated by one of two methods: (1) homogenisation of the phase, 
before the measurement is made and (2) development of electrodes which minimise the 
dependency upon the flow geometry. 
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Various methods have been used to reduce the flow regime dependency effects of 
impedance sensors as shown in Figure 2-8. In this figure four different designs of non- 
intrusive sensor are illustrated. These styles have been developed recently, and that to 
minimise the flow geometry dependency, 

1. Arc electrodes, (Xie ei al. 1990), for resistive and capacitive cross-section 
measurement, Figure 2-8 (a). In this design the guard electrodes are installed at 
either side of the electrodes, in order to reduce the sensitivity to axial flow 
distributions. 

2. Ring electrodes (Andreussi et al. 1988), for resistive measurement and to 
achieve a uniform electric field structure within the sensing volume, the ring 
electrodes trade-off a localised cross-section measurement. Figure 2-8 (b). 

3. Helical electrodes (Abouelwafa and Kendall. 1980), Figure 2.8 (c). In this 
model, the electrodes twist round the pipe, to overcome flow geometry 
dependence. 

4. Rotating field electrodes (Merilo et al. 1977), as shown in Figure 2-8 (d), this 
design achieves a similar effect to helical electrodes. Here, three electrode pairs 
are driven at 120° phase intervals, to produce a rotating field vector in the pipe 
centre. 

(a) 

(c) 

(b) 

Cm 1_. 

(d) 

Figure 2-8: Non-Intrusive Impedance Measurement 
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2.3.2 Phase Velocity Measurement 

2.3.2.1 Differential Pressure Meters 

Olsen (1993) stated that several concepts of multiphase meters adopt the differential 
pressure type component to determine the total speed of the multiphase mixture. The 
types employed most frequently are Venturi meter and the orifice plate, (Zhang et al. 
2005). 

The principle of an orifice meter is based on the difference between the pressure in 
upstream and downstream of an orifice plate; this change in Venturi meter does not 
occur immediately as in as orifice, but the change in pressure is caused by the internal 
changed area. Figure 2-9 shows the geometrical designs for the differential pressure 
flowmeters where (a) is the Venturi meter, and (b) is the orifice plate meter. 

The flow through the Venturi, see Figure 2-10 (a), illustrates the well-behaved nature of 
a flow when the area changes blend reasonably smoothly from one size to another. 
Converging flow is particularly well-behaved, while diverging flow for diffusion, with 
small enough angle, will continue to remain generally in one direction. As the velocity 
increases, due to the smaller area, so pressure decreases, and vice versa. However, 
pressure recovery is dependent on the smoothness of the expanding flow. 

In contrast, the flow through the orifice plate is far from smooth; see Figure 2-10 (b). 
The abrupt changes are caused by the orifice plate, which, while causing the flow to 
contract as it passes through the orifice, may also trigger a small recirculation zone in 
the corner upstream of the plate and will initiate a large recirculation zone downstream 
of the plate around the central jet area. In addition to this the flow downstream of the 
plate is highly disturbed and the diffusion will result in high pressure losses. 

As a result, the Venturi has an influence on flow regimes, the smallest pressure loss, and 
the shortest straight pipe upstream and downstream. Considering the great technical 
importance as well as pure scientific interest, two-phase flow through Venturi has been 
widely studied both experimentally and theoretically by Xu et al. (2003), Steven (2002) 
and Moura and Marvillet. (1997). 

To determine the liquid flowrate (QL) for the mixture flow (homogenous flow) in a 
liquid-gas flow, a Venturi meter can be used as given in the following equation 
(Hammer and Nordtvedt , 1991): 

a 
(1-a)xAP 

L Pl 
(2.12) 

where 
OP is the differential pressure between the upstream tapping and the throat tapping of 
the Venturi meter, 
a is the gas fraction, and liquid density (p, ) at the upstream pressure tapping cross- 
section are known. 
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2.3.2.2 Positive Displacement 

The measurement principle of positive displacement meters is based on the motion of 
the displaceable chamber in which fluid is passed and is metered by a precisely known 
volume. The total volume of flow will be the summation of the individual volumes that 
can be calculated by transmitting the motion of the chamber to a mechanical counter or 
an electronic counter (Tuss et al. 1996). Commercial multiphase flow systems using 
this technique are discussed by Tuss et al. (1996) and it was found that the positive 
displacement does not yield any information on the gas phase flowrate. 

Positive displacement meters have been manufactured in various designs (multi-rotor 
meter, nutating disc meter, rotating valve meter, oval gear meter, oscillating circular 
piston meter, and reciprocating piston meter). 

2.3.2.3 Cross-Correlation Technique 

Cross correlation techniques are well-known and are becoming widely used in both 
laboratory and industry for pipeline flow velocity measurement. The presence of a 
second phase in a pipeline produces random disturbance signals which can be detected 
by various types of transducer, such as capacitance, microwave or gamma ray devices, 
and ultrasonic transducers, see Figure 2-11, (Yang and Beck. 1997). 

To find the time delay of flow pattern, an up-stream transducer and down-stream 
transducer are installed axially along the flow stream in the pipeline with a known 
spacing L and the disturbance signals monitored by the two transducers are cross- 
correlated according to the following equation: 

T 

Rxy =T 
jx(t 

- i)y(t) dt (2.13) 
0 

where x(t-i) and y(t) are the signals at the upstream and downstream sensors 
respectively with delay time of T. The distance L between the upstream and downstream 
sensors being known, the velocity of the disturbance is determined by: 

V_L (2.14) 

The cross correlation technique has been used by several researchers to measure the 
slug translational velocity and bubble velocity (Reis and Goldstein 2005; Dong et al. 
2005 and Cheng et al. 2005). 
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Figure 2-11: Cross-Correlation Technique 

Flow Direction 

Reis and Goldstein (2005) developed a new technique for measuring the profile and 
mean velocity of elongated bubbles in horizontal air-water slug flows, by using the 
capacitance between two thin electrodes mounted on the external surface of a dielectric 
pipe. The elongated bubble mean velocity was determined by using a cross correlation 
technique applied to the signals coming from two identical capacitance probes, mounted 
50 mm distant from each other. Tests were performed in an experimental facility with a 
5m long, 34 mm internal diameter Plexiglas pipeline. The results were compared with 
an empirical correlation from the literature and showed good agreement. 

The accuracy of this method depends on the validity of the relationship used to connect 
the velocity inferred from the correlation function's peak position to the mean velocity 
of the flow. Some general procedures for obtaining good cross-correlation accuracy are 
outlined by Beck and Plaskowski. (1987), 

1. Bs (sensor bandwidth) should be very large, to enhance the flow noise 
turbulence (cross-correlation of white noise leads to perfectly narrow correlation 
peak). 
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2. L (sensors separation) should be minimised, to reduce the possibility of flow 
evolution between sensors. However, this separation should not be over 
reduced, in order to avoid relative spacing uncertainty (OL/L), signal 
quantisation errors, and signal crosstalk errors. However, for homogenous flow, 
Ong, (1975) suggested the optimum sensor separation is of the order of 3 to 4 
pipe diameter. 

2.3.3 Phase Density Measurement 
As shown previously in Figure 2-4, to convert the phase volumetric flowrates into mass 
flowrates, the measurement of individual phase densities is required. However, the 
phase density measurement is well established and it is readily available from other 
parts of the production process, such as gamma densitometers, Coriolis flowmeter or 
simply from the PVT diagrams and by using the measured temperature and pressure. 

2.4 Ultrasonic Measuring Techniques 

Ultrasonic flowmeters have been successfully applied to measure single-phase liquid 
mean velocities in various industries. There have also been continuous efforts made to 
measure the characteristics of multiphase flow using ultrasonic flowmeters, since such 
meters do not introduce a pressure drop and can provide a fast response to changes in 
the flow. Thus, there are many potential applications for ultrasonic flowmeters in 
multiphase flow. 

2.4.1 Measurement Principles of Ultrasonic Techniques 

This section of the chapter describes the methods of measuring fluid flow ultrasonically 
including by transit time technique. 

2.4.1.1 Transit Time Techniques 

The transit-time method or time-of-flight is the most commonly used in ultrasonic flow 
metering and the most accurate and it is available as a spool piece meter for liquids and 
gases or as clamp-on design. The principle of this technique is based on the small 
difference in time taken for an ultrasound wave to travel upstream and downstream 
under flow condition. 

In transit-time ultrasonic techniques, a pulse is transmitted from a transducer through 
the fluid to a second transducer positioned downstream in the pipeline, where the 
component of flow velocity along the path adds to, or subtracts from, the velocity of 
sound in the fluid in the downstream or upstream measurements respectively, as shown 
in Figure 2.12. 
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The propagation velocity of sound wave is the vector sum of the velocity of sound and 
the flow velocity in the direction of propagation. Therefore, the transit time of the 
upstream, ti, and downstream, t2, signals can be expressed as: 

I- dl 
`' - 

Jc-V(l)cosO 
(2.15) 

dl 
(2.16) t" - 

fc 
+ V(1) cos 0 

where 
L is the acoustic path length, 

c is the velocity of sound in the fluid, 
V(1) is the axial flow velocity measured at point (dl ) along the acoustic path and 
6 is the angle of inclination of the acoustic propagation with respect to the axial 
direction of the flow. 

It can be shown that equation (2.17) is found after arrangement between equation (2.15) 

and (2.16) the flow velocity across the acoustic path as given: 

- 
L(t, - t, ) Path 2t, t, cos 0 

Flow 

Transducer B 

Figure 2-12: Schematic Diagram of Transit Time Ultrasonic Flowmeter 

(2.17) 

This is the basic measurement principle of the velocity profile along the acoustic path in 
a transit time ultrasonic flowmeter. To convert this path velocity to a velocity averaged 
over the entire-section of the flowing medium, the knowledge of the flow velocity 
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profile is essential (Gurevich, 2001). The averaged velocity is given by the following 
equation: 

V-p"h 

V 
(2.18) 

where, 
K is the flow profile correction factor; 
Vpath is the flow velocity along the acoustic path (line average over the beam); and 
V is the area-average velocity. 

The single beam transit time ultrasonic flowmeter is affected by any distortions in the 
flow profile which often result in erroneous measurements. The velocity profile is the 
definition given to the distribution of velocities in the axial direction over the cross- 
section of the circular pipeline. This distribution can vary significantly depending on 
the fluid viscosity, the Reynolds number Re, the relative roughness and the shape of the 
conduit, upstream and down stream disturbances and whether the pipeline is fully 
charged (Moore, 2000). 

There are three main types of transit time methods, namely direct transit time, phase 
difference, and sing-around. However, the focus of this work is on the direct transit 
time method. 

Direct transit time ultrasonic flowmeters can be classified into two categories based on 
the form of transmission of acoustic signals, the single-path and multiple-path. Within 
these two types there are various configurations with equally weighted paths including, 
diametrical DIAM, orthogonal ORTH, three path THREE, double orthogonal DORTH, 
double triangle DTRI, five pointed star 5PTST and mid-radius MID. 

The mid-radius, triangle and double triangle configurations are all variations of the mid- 
radius chordal position, where the chords are 0.5R from the centre of the pipeline. MID 
is a configuration that requires four transducers, one on each side of the two paths. TRI, 
although it has one more chordal path than MID, can be implemented with two 
transducers by utilising a bounce path (Moore, 2000). 

Thompson (1978), used the mid-radius ultrasonic flow measurement and he found that 
the mid-radius chord is known to measure fully developed flow rate more accurately 
than a diametrical chord. Similarly, DTRI can be using four transducers by way of two 
bounce paths. This is advantageous to the reduction of cost. In a similar manner, the 
5PTST configuration can be implemented by use of two transducers utilising one 
bounce path (Moore, 2000). 

In the non-invasive single-path clamp-on transit time ultrasonic flowmeter, there are 
three configurations to mount the transducers (Sanderson and Yeung, 2002). The two 
main methods are direct transmission Z and single reflection V and multiple reflections 
W as illustrated in Figure 2-13. 
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Figure 2-13: Clamp-on Ultrasonic Flowmeter Configuration (a) Z configuration, (b) V 

configuration, and (c) W configuration 

2.4.2 Ultrasonic Metering Applications in Multiphase Flow 

This section provides a literature review of the recent work on different ultrasonic 
measuring techniques applied in area of multiphase flow measurements. However, 

most of the ultrasonic measuring techniques recently developed and reviewed have the 
abilities to operate under two-phase gas/liquid flow in a form of wet gas flow in 

pipelines where the gas void fraction (GVF) is greater than 90%, and the liquid volume 
fraction < 10%. The commonly observed flow patterns in a wet gas system are mist 
flow, which occurs at very low water content and very low gas velocities, annular- mist 
flow occurs at high gas velocities and stratified flow occurs at low gas velocities. In a 
wet gas annular-mist flow, the liquid film is very wavy and there is a change in the film 
height with time. However, in stratified flow the liquid film height is fairly constant. 

2.4.2.1 Ultrasonic Multiphase Flowmeter Concept (Coull and Sattary, 2004) 

A multiphase flow meter concept based on ultrasonic transit-time techniques was 
developed by Coull and Sattary (2004). The meter concept used non-intrusive multi- 
path (4-path) ultrasonic meters, one designed for gas flow measurement and the other 
for liquid, with horizontal path arrangements, these were supplemented by a pulse-echo 
interface level measurement system as shown in Figure 2-15. The concept was 
designed to operate ideally in the stratified flow regime, i. e. when gas and liquid are 
separate with gas running along the top of the pipe and liquid along the bottom. 
However, the meter limitations and its performance was tested in stratified wavy and 
slug flow conditions. 
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Figure 2-14: Multiphase Flowmeter Concept developed by Coull and Sattary (2004) 

The experimental programme consisted of two sets of tests, one which tested crude oil 
with nitrogen and another which tested water with nitrogen. The tests were conducted 
under superficial gas velocities range from 0.5 to 4 ms -1 and superficial liquid velocities 
range from 0.03 to 0.23 in 

To calculate the gas and liquid volumetric flowrates, the path velocity for each path was 
calculated, and then the mean velocity calculated, using numerical integration 
techniques. Multiplying this mean velocity by the cross-sectional area returns the 
measured volumetric flowrate for gas and liquid as shown in Figure 2-15. 

Gas Ultrasonic Ultrasonic Level Liquid Ultrasonic 
Flowmeter Device Flowmeter 

Gas I ý, \ 
Liquid 

Velocity I Gas Liquid Velocity 

Area Area 
ýa t 

Gas Volume Liquid Volume 
Flow Flow 

Figure 2-15: Schematic Diagram of Multiphase Flowmeter by Coull and Sattary (2004) 

Liquid and gas cross-sectional areas were determined by measuring the interface level 
between the two phases. The pulse-echo interface-level system made two independent 
measurements of level, one through the gas phase. and the other via the liquid phase as 
shown in Figure 2-16. 

The interface level was calculated using the following equations: 

Based on the measurement of the gas transducer: 
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For liquid transducer: 

h, 
d- (cgtg ) 

_ý (2.9) 

= 

CI(tstd tper) 2x 
ýI 

I 
tper (2.20) 

C 
per 

where : 
h, is the interface level for stratified flow, 
d is the internal pipe diameter. 

cg is the speed of sound in the gas, t(, is the transit time of the gas transducer 
signal from transmission to reception. 

Cl is speed of sound in the liquid, 
cper is speed of sound in the perspex, 
ts, d is transit time of the liquid standard transducer signal from transmission to 

reception, 
tp« is the transit time in the Perspex outward and return, 
x is the thickness of the Perspex wall at the point of transmission. 

Liquid 

Lengths x and d were carefully measured using a digital micrometer. The sound speeds 
were determined during the commissioning of the system in the multiphase rig. The 
Perspex and gas sound speed were calculated by careful measurement of transit times in 
completely dry conditions, and the water and oil sounds were during full-immersed 
conditions. 
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The liquid Aliquid and gas Agas areas are calculated using the following equations: 

Aliquid = 

_1ýZ 0.25 7E -cos'(2xr! 'J-1) +(2x(-d'1-1)x, l-(2x1 
äý ) 

7t 
4 

Agas = Apipe - Aliquid 
(2.22) 

The liquid and gas velocities were calculated from the indicated velocities of the 
operating paths in the liquid and gas meters. The restriction of keeping the flow regime 
in the stratified region meant it was necessary to keep the actual liquid flow velocity 
very low, below 0.6 ms". Gas velocities, however, ranged from 1 to 7 ms". As a 
result, the flow profiles of the two phases were quite different as illustrated in the 

profile diagram in Figure 2-17. 

iid 

Figure 2-17: Velocity Profile of Stratified Flow 

The gas flow in these tests was turbulent; hence its velocity profile was fairly flat. It 

was therefore considered reasonable to estimate the mean gas velocity as the average of 
the operating path velocities as given by the equation: 

Zvi 

Qg. 
xx 

Agas (2.23) 

where 
i details the operating gas meter paths, 
v; is the path velocity of an operating path, 
x is the number of operating gas meter paths, 
Agas is the gas area measured by pulse-echo system. 

The pipe cross-section is divided into four sectors based on the liquid path locations as 
shown in Figure 2-18. 

x Apip, (2.21) 
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Figure 2-18: Liquid Flow Measurement Zones 

The velocity measured by each path was assigned to its pipe sector. The area of the 
uppermost operational path sector was adjusted to the level measurement made by the 
pulse-echo interface level measurement system. For example, if path 3 and 4 were 
operational, the liquid flowrate would be calculated as follows: 

Qliquid = va x A4 + V3 x A3 (2.24) 

The area of the uppermost sector is adjusted so that the overall area matches that area 
calculated by the pulse-echo interface-level system. Hence, in this example, path 
velocity 3 v3 would be multiplied by adjusted zone 3 area A3': 

A3 = Ailqujd - A4 (2.25) 

Multiphase flow meter concept can be summarised as follows: 

" The ultrasonic meter technique proposed by Coull and Sattary (2004) 
demonstrated that transit-time ultrasonic flow measurement and pulse-echo level 
measurement methods can operate in two-phase liquid/gas flow under stratified 
and stratified wavy flow regime for superficial gas velocities ranging from 0.5 
to 4 ms-' and superficial liquid velocities ranging from 0.03 to 0.23 ms'. 

" The gas flowrate measurements in stratified and stratified wavy flow regime 
were within 5% over substantial area of the flow matrix and almost all points 
within 15%. However, in non-operational area where the meter failed to operate 
at superficial liquid velocity VsL of 0.23 ms-'and superficial gas velocities Vsc 
range from 3 to 4 ms-', the error was 30%. 
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" Coull and Sattary (2004) reported that the liquid flow measurement was more 
challenging and the best performance achieved by the proposed ultrasonic 
technique was at superficial liquid velocity VSL of the order of 0.23 ms" and at 
superficial gas velocity VSG of 0.5 ms'1. However, at higher superficial gas 
velocities the proposed meter performance has demonstrated to be within 60%. 

" Water/oil mixture is likely to affect transit-time liquid-velocity measurement, 
and Doppler technology may be more suitable in these applications (Coull and 
Sattary, 2004). 

" It can be concluded from the work by Coull and Sattary (2004) that the proposed 
method was not able to operate successfully under high superficial gas and 
liquid velocities. Therefore under intermittent slug flow conditions the proposed 
ultrasonic flowmeter by Coull and Sattary (2004) cannot operates satisfactorily 
due to the high superficial liquid and gas velocities. 

The method of operation for the multiphase flowmeter concept proposed by Coull and 
Sattary (2004) for stratified flow is summarised and presented in Figure 2-19. 
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Figure 2-19: Flow Diagram for Ultrasonic Measuring and Operation Method 
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2.4.2.2 Ultrasonic Technique for Gas/Liquid Stratified Flow Measurement 
(Letton, 2003) 

Non-intrusive multi-path ultrasonic flowmeter, suitable for two-phase flow 
measurements, having a gas flow or stratified flow regime in pipeline line were 
patented by Letton (2003). 

In the multi-path ultrasonic system, there are three ultrasonic paths corresponding to 
three pairs of ultrasonic transducers. Transducers are ultrasonic transceivers, meaning 
that they generate and receive ultrasonic signals. Typically, these signals can be 
generated and received by a piezoelectric element in each transducer. 

The first path travels wholly through one phase of the two-phase flow. A second path 
traverses through one phase of the two-phase flow, but reflects from the interface layer 
between gas and liquid flows. A third path traverses through the other phase of the 
two-phase flow, and also reflects from the interface between the gas and liquid flows as 
shown in Figure 2-20. Based on this configuration, an associated processor calculates 
flow velocity and speed of sound for each phase of the two-phase flow. The level of 
stratified flow for both gas height layer and liquid level can be also determined through 
the vertical path. 

Tlurd Chor, 

Second Chord 

First Cl 

Figure 2-20: Multi-path Ultrasonic Flowmeter Configuration by Letton (2003) 

To measure the average velocity of a selected phase, an ultrasonic signal is generated 
and detected within this phase layer. Figure 2-21, shows a cut-away top view of the 
ultrasonic flowmeter proposed. In this figure, a pair of ultrasonic transducers (M and 
N) is located along the pipeline. 

A path (chord) exists between transducers at an angle 0 to a centreline. The position of 
the transducers may be defined by this angle, or may be defined by a first length L 
measured between the transducers and a second length x corresponding to the axial 
distance. 
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Figure 2-21: Cut-away Top View of Multi-path Ultrasonic Flowmeter 

A simple equation gives the average velocity over the measurement path (chord) 
between transducers (M and N) as given: 

VM 
L tMN - tNM 

= (2 26) 2x tMNtNM 

where 
VM is the mean chordal velocity of the phase measured, 
L is the distance between transducers (M and N), 
x is the axial distance between transducers (M and N), 
tMN is the transit-time from transducer M to transducer N and 
tNM is the transit-time from transducer N to transducer M. 

Equation (2.26) may be applied to each chord A-C to obtain each chordal flow velocity. 
To obtain the average velocity over the entire pipeline, the chordal flow velocities are 
multiplied by a set of predetermined constants, known as weight factors. In the case of 
the ultrasonic flowmeter developed, the measured speed of sound of the fluid for any 
particular chord is: 

L(t 
MN 

+t 
NM 

(2.27) 2tMNtNM 

where c is the speed of sound of fluid in still condition. 

Figure 2-22 shows ultrasonic transducers designed for the measurement of the level of 
stratified flow. The ultrasonic transducers can be designed for gas operation and would 
only be capable of transmitting a signal if gas were present, as shown in Figure 2-22 (a). 
Ultrasonic transducer designed for liquid operation installed at the bottom of the pipe, 
as shown in Figure 2-22 (b). 
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In both the ultrasonic transducers designed, the transducer generates an ultrasonic signal 
that travels across the pipe, reflects off the surface (interface between the two phases), 
and returns to transducer. Thus the travel time of ultrasonic signal correspond to the 
depth of stratified flow. 

(a) 

uyuu 

(b) 

Liqui 

Figure 2-22: Stratified Liquid Level, (a) Ultrasonic Transducer designed for Gas 
Operation, (b) Ultrasonic Transducer designed for Liquid Operation 

From the stratified liquid level h and the axial distance between transducers x, the 
distance X, can be determined based on the given equation: 

X, = 2x h+ 2 
(2.28) 

Figure 2-24 shows a side view of the possibility of locating a pair of ultrasonic 
transducers below the surface of the stratified flow. 

dI 
Flow 

xi 

h 

Transducer Kx TransducerI 

Figure 2-23: Side View of Multi-Transducer Stratified Level Detector 

Transducers K and L are designed for liquid operation; therefore, they would provide an 
indication of liquid presence in multiphase flow system. As the height of the liquid in 
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the pipe, h, may be quite small, in this case the liquid volume acts as a wave guide 
between liquid transducers K and L. 

The area of the pipeline occupied by a stratified flow is area that is not carrying gas. 
Knowledge of the depth of the stratified flow can be useful to adjust the measurement 
of the cross-sectional area being used to carry the flow of the gas. 

If the velocity of the stratified flow can be established, knowledge of the cross-sectional 
area of the stratified flow can be used to calculate the volume of the stratified liquid 
flowing through the pipeline. 

The multi-path ultrasonic operation method according to Letton, (2003) is summarised 
in the flow diagram (Figure 2-24). However, Letton, (2003) stated that the three-path 
ultrasonic flowmeter, designed for multiphase flow application, generally was not 
considered capable of measuring the flowrate or composition of stratified flow when the 
liquid fraction was above 5% of the total volume in the pipeline. Therefore, the multi- 
path ultrasonic technique cannot operate under intermittent flow conditions. It is 
important to highlight that Letton, (2003) multi-path ultrasonic operation method was 
neither tested under real flow conditions nor demonstrated by experimental data. 
Therefore the reliability of this technique is questionable. 
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Figure 2-24: Flow Diagram illustrating Operation Method by Letton (2003) 

2.4.2.3 Ultrasonic for Monitoring Gas and Liquid Flow in Multiphase Flow 
(Vedapuri and Gopal, 2003) 

An ultrasonic technique to monitor and measure the liquid flowrate in wet gas pipeline 
lines for liquid volume fractions up to 10% in a 100 mm pipeline diameter was patented 
by Vedapuri and Gopal (2003). 

The method utilises a set of gas phase upstream ultrasonic transducers Gl, G3 and 
downstream transducers, G2, G4, positioned on opposite sides of the pipeline and a 
number of liquid phase ultrasonic transducers L1, L2, L3, and L4 positioned on the 
bottom and on one side of the pipe. In this manner, the ultrasonic gas and liquid 
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transducers are positioned to direct ultrasonic signals through the multi-phase flow 
system in pipeline, see Figure 2-25. 

The gas and liquid ultrasonic transducers sets connect to a control system via ultrasonic 
data selection terminal, where the ultrasonic data selection terminal is controlled so as to 
establish a dwell time, during which data may be gathered from signals transmitted and 
received by a selected liquid or gas phase transducer set. Also an ultrasonic data 
selection terminal may be employed to switch analysis between different algorithms and 
sets of control parameters, in addition to switching analysis between stets of 
transducers, see Figure 2-25. 

The control parameters are established for the gas phase transducers to define gas phase 
ultrasonic signals characterised by gas phase centre frequencies and gas phase 
bandwidth. The gas phase centre frequency is from 225 kHz-1MHz with bandwidth set 
at a value above about 225 kHz. The liquid phase control parameters will define the 
liquid phase ultrasonic signals to be generated by the corresponding set of liquid phase 
transducer. The liquid phase centre frequency is established at a value between 0.5MHz 
and 5MHz, with bandwidth set at a value that is about 30% to 80% of the value of the 
liquid phase centre frequency and is preferably above about 300 kHz. 

A gas phase algorithm is established and is utilised to process the gas phase ultrasonic 
signals to enable determination of gas phase. The gas phase algorithm may comprise a 
gas phase transit time algorithm or a gas phase cross-correlation algorithm. However, 
the liquid phase algorithm typically comprises a liquid phase cross-correlation 
algorithm. To determine liquid flowrates under stratified and annular-mist flow 
regimes, the liquid film height is an important parameter in order to calculate the gas 
and liquid flowrate. 

The conclusions for the clamp-on ultrasonic technique proposed to monitor liquid 
flowrate in natural gas pipeline lines can be summarised as follows: 

The design methodology for a clamp-on ultrasonic liquid flowrate monitor was 
presented where two parameters needed to be measured, the liquid film 
thickness and the liquid film velocity. 
The intensity of multiple reflections within the pipeline wall material is an order 
of magnitude higher than the reflection from the liquid-gas interface and hence 
masks the waveform of interest. 

" Film thickness measurements were made for gas velocities up to 15 ms''. Film 
velocity measurements for gas velocities up to 5 ms-1 were made. However, for 
higher gas velocities, the required electronics needed to be modified. 
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Figure 2-25: Ultrasonic Liquid/Gas Flowrates by Vedapuri and Gopal (2003) 

2.4.2.4 Ultrasonic Measuring System and Operation (Jepson and Gopal, 1998) 

Non-intrusive ultrasonic measuring technique to operate under two-phase flow system 
in pipeline line was patented by Jepson and Gopal (1998). In this patent, the two-phase 
flow measured using ultrasonic technique was a form of stratified flow regime or as 
liquid mist entrained in gas flow. 

The system developed consists of a number of upstream and downstream ultrasonic 
transducers coupled non-intrusively to a multiphase flow pipeline line. The upstream 
and downstream ultrasonic transducers were coupled to a transducer control system, 
which used as a selective activation of ultrasonic transducers. The ultrasonic measuring 
system is utilised to determine a flow velocity of a selected phase by generating and 
detecting ultrasonic pulses in a selected single phase layer. In other words, the 
ultrasonic measuring system is utilised to determine film heights of the phases flowing 
within the pipeline. Figure 2.26 is a schematic illustration of an apparatus for the 
ultrasonic measuring system in two-phase gas/liquid stratified flow by Jepson and 
Gopal (1998). 
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The method of operating an ultrasonic measuring system comprises the following steps: 

1. Determining a first absorption coefficient corresponding to a first phase 
occupying a first flow portion (i. e. water) related to its properties as follow; 

2nfµ 
a= (2.29) 

PC 

where 
f is the frequency of the sound wave, 
µ is the viscosity of the medium, 
p is the density of the medium and 
c is the velocity of sound in the medium. 

30 

Figure 2-26: Ultrasonic Measuring System by Jepson and Gopal (1998). 

2. Determining a first ultrasonic propagation factor corresponding to a first 
interface between the first flow portion (i. e. water) and a second phase 
occupying a second flow portion (i. e. gas); 

An interface between two media may be characterised by a number of ultrasonic 
propagation factors including: 

"A first reflection factor for an ultrasonic wave incident on the interface from a 
first side of the interface; 
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"A second reflection factor for an ultrasonic wave incident on the interface from a 
second side of the interface; 

"A first transmission factor for an ultrasonic wave incident on the interface from 
a first side of the interface; and 

"A second transmission factor for an ultrasonic wave incident on the interface 
from a second side of the interface. 

The reflection factor, R and transmission factor T is defined in the following equations: 

R_ 
(PICA - P2' 2) .T_2x 

P2c2 (2.30) 
(P1cI + Pzc2) (PIcI + P2C2) 

where 
p1 is the density of the first phase, 
cl is the velocity of sound in the first phase, 
p2 is the density of the second phase and 
c2 is the velocity of sound of the second phase. 

3. Generating an ultrasonic pulse at a lowermost portion of a cross section of the 
pipeline line; detecting a first reflected ultrasonic pulse at the lowermost portion, 
the first reflected ultrasonic pulse being reflected from the interface between the 
two phases and then calculating the first phase film height based on the 
generated ultrasonic pulse, the first ultrasonic absorption coefficient, the first 
ultrasonic propagation factor, and the first reflected ultrasonic pulse. 

As a sound wave signal passes through a medium, its amplitude, i. e., pressure, decreases 
is attenuated as follows: 

PX = Poe"" (2.31) 

where 
P,, is the pressure of the sound wave at a distance x from the source, 
Po is the pressure of the sound wave at the source, 
a is the absorption of the medium is related to its properties as follow given in equation 
(2.29) and the quantity ems" corresponding to the attenuation of the sound wave by a 
medium and is identified as: 

Pa = e-`x (2.32) 

In Figure 2-27 the pipeline line 10 has a known inside diameter d and includes the first 
phase layer 14 having a first film height (a) and a second phase layer 16 having a 
second film height b. The fluid interface 12 defines the mutual boundary between the 
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two phases 14 and 16. Ultrasonic transducer I is coupled to the bottom of a first cross 
section of the pipeline line 10. The ultrasonic transducer I is capable of generating and 
detecting an ultrasonic pulse. The film height (a) of the first phase 14 and the film 
height b of the second phase 16 may be determined by generating the ultrasonic signal 
at transducer 1 and detecting the ultrasonic signal reflected from the first interface (12). 

The magnitude set by the transducer 1 is Pi, and the magnitude detected by the 
transducer I is Pr'. The difference between Pi and Pr' is equal to the sum of the 
pressure absorbed in the first phase 14 (Pi'=A, ), the pressure transmitted through the 
first interface 12 (Pt =A2), and the pressure absorbed again in the first phase 14 between 
(A3=Pr-Pr'): 

Pi-Pr'= I (A, +A, + A3) (2.33) 

The film height (a) of the first phase 14 is given as: 

1/2 

Pa = 
Pr 

=ea' (2. 34) 
Pi(1- T) 

where 
x is film thickness or film height (a) of the first phase 14, 
a is calculated from equation (2.29), 
Pr' is measured at transducer 1, 
T is transmission factor determined using equation (2.30) and 

Pi is proportional to the electrical volts applied to the transducer 1 and can be 

quantified by experimentally calibrating the transducer 1 using hydrophone within the 
pipeline to account for pressure lost in walls of the pipeline. 

10 

ý LPt' 12 

Pt 
16 

A2 2 

Pi' Pr plc1 

14 ad 
Pi 

ýlý 
Pr' 

Transducer l 

Figure 2-27: Stratified Liquid Level in Two-Phase Flow (Jepson and Gopal 1998) 
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The fluid film heights (b) can be obtained by subtracting the film height (a) from the 
inside pipe diameter d as (b=d-a). 

The film height a measure based on derived equation (2.34) can be confirmed by 
comparison with film height determination derived from measuring the transit-time of a 
sound wave reflected from the first interface 12 and applying the given equation: 

a_tc" (2.35) 
2 

where 
t is defined as transit-time, 
c14 is the velocity of sound in the phase 14, which can be measured experimentally or 
has been determined previously for the phase of interest. 

In Figure 2-28, ultrasonic signals which are represented schematically by paths 24 are 
generated and detected within a selected layer 20 to obtain the selected layer velocity by 
measuring the change in transit time for a sound wave to travel with and in opposite 
directions between two points in a moving fluid. 

Figure 2-28: Process of Measuring Flow Velocity of Selected Fluid Layer 

Specifically as illustrated in Figure 2-30, a first pair of transducers includes a 
transmitter Si and a receiver R2 positioned within the selected phase and second pair of 
transducers includes a transmitter S2 and a receiver R1. The ultrasonic transducers S1, 
S2, R1, and R2 are positioned within the selected layer 20 and are separated by a known 
distance y. 

The ultrasonic pulses are generated simultaneously at the first and second generating 
transducers S l, S2 and subsequently detected at the first and second detecting 
transducers R1, R2. The time interval tl is for the signal to travel in the upstream 
direction, i. e., from S2 to R1, and the time interval t2 is for the ultrasonic signal to travel 
in the downstream direction, i. e., from Si to R2, The difference At between tl and t2 can 
be related to moving fluid as follows: 
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At = 
2V1 cosO 

c2 
(2.36) 

where 
Vf is the phase velocity, 
y is the distance between the upstream and downstream ultrasonic transducers, 
A is the angle of inclination with respect to the fluid flow direction, of the paths 
defined between the generating and detecting transducers, 
c is the velocity of sound in the medium of interests. 

Vf is the only unknown, the equation is solved to determine the phase velocity within 
the selected layer. 

The ultrasonic measuring system patented by Jepson and Gopal (1998) has not been 
tested and is schematically illustrated in Figure 2-29. 
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Figure 2-29: Flow Diagram for Ultrasonic Measuring System (Jepson and Gopal 1998) 
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2.5 Summary 

In this chapter a literature review is presented which covers most of the currently 
available techniques implemented in the area of multiphase flow measurement including 
the ultrasonic technique and the following points are concluded: 

Currently, most multiphase flow meters (MPFM) are bulky, complex and 
intrusive and non-invasive metering techniques are still the preferred technique. 

Ultrasonic techniques have significant potential benefits over the traditional 
mechanical flow measurement with higher reliability, greater rangeability and 
lower maintenance requirements and non-invasive and non-intrusive 
measurement techniques have the advantage of minimising flow disturbance 
and providing no additional pressure loss. Moreover, instruments for pipes of 
various sizes tend to use identical transducers and electronics giving 
proportionately lower costs for larger size meters. 

" The advantages of ultrasonic techniques in flow measurements appear 
promising for multiphase flow measurement applications. However, the 
successful implementations of this technique in multi-phase flow systems are 
varied and depend on gas/liquid flow regime presented in pipeline and gas 
/liquid phase distributions within the cross-sectional area of the pipe (GVF and 
liquid holdup). 

" The works reported in the literature to investigate the applications of ultrasonic 
techniques in two-phase gas/liquid flow measurements in pipeline mention the 
following points: 

Transit-time ultrasonic technique is the most promising for further 
development in the implementations of this technique in two-phase 
gas/liquid flow measurements. 

2. Most of the previous experimental works undertaken in ultrasonic two- 
phase gas/liquid flow measurements were limited to stratified, and 
annular-mist flow, where the liquid volume fraction was <_ 10% and gas 
void fraction >_ 90%. 

3. The ultrasonic measuring systems developed or proposed by different 
researchers were unable to continue their functionality when the liquid 
volume fraction is above 5% of the total flow volume. Further research 
and experimental studies to improve ultrasonic measuring technique in 
two-phase gas/liquid wet gas flow at higher liquid volume fraction is 
still a challenge and requires further investigations. 

4. The implementation of the ultrasonic measuring techniques under slug 
flow condition is still difficult to be achieved as the slug flow occurs 
over a wide range of gas and liquid flowrates in pipelines, and also due 
to the unpredictable and complicated natures of the slug flow. 
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Chapter 

Slug Closure Model and Ultrasonic 
Metering Concept 

In this chapter, the slug closure model and the ultrasonic metering concept for 
measuring the gas and liquid phases volumetric flowrates are presented. 
After the introduction Section 3.1, this chapter is divided into five sections. Section 3.2, 
concentrates on the description of the process of slug initiation, growth and decay, 
which in turn provides details of the initial conditions necessary for the better 
understanding of the slug flow characteristics. 

The development of the slug closure model based on "slug unit" is presented in Section 
3.3. Review of the empirical correlations developed previously for slug characteristics 
is presented in Section 3.4. 

The review also includes closure relationships for slug body velocities. An ultrasonic 
metering concept developed based on the combinations of the non-invasive/non- 
intrusive ultrasonic devices and the slug closure model to obtain the phase volumetric 
flowrates is presented in Section 3.5. Finally, the summary of this chapter is described 
in section 3.6. 
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3.1 Introduction 

Slug flow in pipes exists for the whole range of pipe with upward inclinations and over 
a wide range of gas and liquid flowrates. It is characterised by a complex dynamic 
structure, which consists of aerated slugs of liquid that travel down the pipeline 
approximately at the local gas velocity. These slugs are separated from one another by 
a stratified configuration of gas and liquid phases. 

A slug closure model approach has been developed in the present work to obtain the 
gas/liquid phase volumetric flowrates from the measurement of slug flow parameters. 
The slug closure model developed is based on the "slug unit" model which gives a 
simplified representation the complex structure of slug flow. The slug closure model 
proposed is a function of slug flow characteristics, including slug translational velocity, 
VT, the slug body liquid fractions, ELS, and the film zone liquid fraction, ELF, and the 
slug body length, Ls, and the film length, LF, within each "slug unit". 

3.2 Slug Flow Initiation and Dissipation 

In order to achieve accurate measurement of the volumentric flowrates of slug flows, the 
hydrodynamic slugs have to be reasonably developed. Thus it is important to understand 
the slug development and dissipation process. The prediction of the flow conditions at 
which slug initiation and dissipation occur has received considerable attention in the last 
two decades (Woods and Hanratty, 1996). 

One approach of predicting slug initiation is based on studying and analysing the 
stability of a stratified flow as investigated by several researchers. Kordyban and Ranov 
(1970) suggested that the transition from stratified flow to a slug flow might be 
described through a classical linear stability analysis. Graham et al. (1973) examined 
the growth of linearly unstable long wavelength disturbances on a flowing liquid. Taitel 
and Dukler (1976), Mishima and Ishii (1980) and Fan et al. (1993a) considered the 
evolution of a slug from a finite amplitude wave, with a wavelength in a range that 
would be stable by the Kelvin Helmholtz mechanism. 

Another approach is to examine the stability of slugs travelling over a liquid layer as 
was investigated by Dukelr and Hubbard (1975) and Ruder et al. (1989). These authors 
investigated the initiation of a slug using visual observations in two-phase gas/liquid 
flow in horizontal pipe. 

In their slug phenomena description, Dukler and Hubbard (1975) and Taitel and Dukler 
(1976) presented the development of gas and liquid flow in a pipeline. Near the 
entrance, the gas tends to flow above a moving stratified liquid layer. However, because 
of the shear forces created at the pipe wall, the liquid layer tends to decelerate as it 
moves along the pipe and its height changes gradually towards an equilibrium height 
which is governed by the pressure force, shear and gravitational forces. 
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As this occurs, small perturbations on the stratified layer could develop into growing 
waves. Due to the suction effect caused by an increased gas velocity over these 
disturbances as shown in Figure 3-1 (a) and (b), until eventually one of the waves grows 
to a sufficient size to momentarily bridge the pipe. This process blocks the flow of gas, 
see Figure 3-1 (c), and so the upstream pressure builds causing the blockage to be 
accelerated to the gas velocity. 

During this stage, the fluid blockage appears to be accelerated uniformly across its 
cross-section, thereby acting as a scoop, picking up all the slow moving liquid in the 
film ahead of it (pick-up process) and beginning to grow in volume to become a slug as 
shown in Figure 3-1 (d). 

Gas may also be entrained in the form of small bubbles, which are deformed by the 
combined effect of buoyancy forces and the turbulent shear forces created by velocity 
differences between the slug front and the liquid film. As a result, a dispersion of small 
bubbles is often produced which may be transported through the body of the liquid slug. 

Meanwhile, at the slug tail, liquid and previously entrained gas are released (shedding 

process) from the slug body. The "shed" liquid decelerates to a velocity determined by 
the shear stresses at the wall and the interface and becomes a stratified layer as 
illustrated in Figure 3-1 (e). The "shed" gas mainly passes into the elongated bubble 

region above this layer, although a fraction may remain entrained within the liquid film. 

As long as the volumetric "pick-up" rate is larger than the "shedding" rate, the slug 
continues to grow. However, eventually the "pick-up" rate becomes equal to the 
"shedding" rate and the slug becomes fully developed so that the slug length stabilises. 
Nydal et al. (1992) experimentally investigated the length of the pipe required to reach 
quasi-stable flow conditions (slug development distance) and found that it is between 
300 and 600 pipe diameters. Once the quasi-stable conditions are reached, the slug 
length has a mean value between 12 to 15 pipe diameters. 

Based on the shedding and pick-up processes, slug flow might be classified into three 
main states. When the pick-up rate is greater than the shedding rate; the slug in this case 
continues to grow. The "pick-up" rate equals to the "shedding" rate, the slug becomes 
fully developed so that the slug length stabilises. Finally, when the "pick-up" rate is less 
than the "shedding" rate, the slug under this condition dissipates. 

The slug dissipation process occurs as the gas flowrate and consequently the slug 
velocity and the degree of aeration of the slug increases. Ultimately the gas forms a 
continuous phase through the slug body. When this occurs the slug begins bypassing 
some of the gas. At this point the slug no longer maintains a competent bridge to block 
the gas flow so the characteristics of the flow changes. This point is the beginning of 
"blow-though" and the start of the annular flow regime. 
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Figure 3-1 : The Process of Slug Formation by Dukler and Hubbard (1975) 
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3.3 Development of a Slug Closure Model 

3.3.1 Slug Unit "Steady-State" Model 

The "slug unit or unit cell" model of slug flow firstly was proposed by Kordyban (1961) 
who modelled the liquid slug as "skating" over a slow-moving liquid film of uniform 
thickness. However, a more seminal model was proposed by Dukler and Hubbard 
(1975) who were the first workers to treat the flow in the film region, and process of 
liquid pickup at the slug front in mechanistic fashion. 

In the "slug unit" model, the slug flow is assumed to be fully developed where slugs 
have identical structure. In other words, the growth, shrinking, generation and 
disappearance of slugs as they propagate along the pipe are not considered and 
therefore, the pickup rates and shedding rates for each successive slug unit must be 
balanced. The "slug unit" consists of two regions; see Figure 3-2, namely, the slug 
region and the film region. The slug region has a length of length, Ls. and liquid height, 
HLS. The average liquid velocity in the liquid slug body is Vi, s and the average axial 
velocity of the dispersed bubbles in this section is Vcs" 

The film region consists of liquid film and an elongated gas bubble and has a length of 
LF. For the case of horizontal and inclined pipes the bubble is in the upper part of the 
pipe. It moves downstream at a translational velocity VT. The liquid film velocity is VLF 
at the front of the slug zone and the gas velocity in film zone is VGF. The liquid film 
velocity in the film zone varies along the pipe, VLF(X), due to change of the film height, 
ELF (X). However, the film height rapidly decreases with increasing distance from the tail 
of the slug until it reaches an equilibrium level. 

By moving the system at the translational velocity of the elongated bubble, VT, the slug 
unit appears to be stationary. This enables the "steady-state" mass balances across the 
slug unit to be obtained. The slug unit approach was subsequently used and adapted by 
Nicholson et al. (1978); Stanislav et al. (1986); Bendiksen et al. (1996) and Taitel and 
Barnea (1990). 
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Figure 3-2 : Slug Unit used for the Slug Closure Model 
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In the present work, to achieve the measurement of the volumetric flowrates of the gas 
and liquid phases under slug flow conditions, a slug closure model was developed. The 
slug closure model was derived based on the "slug unit" model concept. 

In this model, the superficial velocities for each slug unit are a weighted sum of fluxes 
from the passing slug and film zones, allowing slip between the gas and liquid in slug 
body and as given by Dukler and Hubbard (1975) following equations: 

I LF L/ VSL =f ELF(x) VLF(x) dx + VLS ELS S 
\3'1 

Lu 
o 

Lu 

1 LF L VSG =- 
$(1- ELF(X)) VGF(X) dx + VGs (1- Eis) s (3.2) 

Lu 
0 

Lu 

It is obvious from the above equations (3.1) and (3.1), that the superficial velocities for 
liquid and gas are functions of slug body and film zone characteristics. However, the 
film zone velocities are difficult to be measured; therefore these equations need 
simplifications. 

In fully developed slug flow the pickup rates and shedding rates for each successive 
slug unit must be balanced. As a result, the volumetric flowrate balance can be applied 
across the slug body between boundaries (1) and (2) of the control volume as shown in 
Figure 3-3, resulting in the extra relations: 

(VT 
- 

VLS) xE LS ": 
(VT 

- 
VLF) x ELF (3.3 

(VT 
- 

VGS) x (1 
-E LS) = 

(VT 
- 

VGF) x (1 
-E LF) 

(3.4) 

From equations (3.3) and (3.4), the liquid film and gas elongated bubble velocities can 
be obtained as given: 

Vx ELF = VT x 
(ELF 

- 
ELS) + VLS x ELS (3.5) 

VGFx(I-ELF)-VTx(ELS-ELF)+VGSx(1-ELF) (3.6) 

By Substituting equations (3.5) and (3.6) into equations (3.1) and (3.2) respectively, the 
following equations are obtained: 

LF 
xVTx(ELF- ELS) (3.7) 

U 

VSG=VGSx(1-ELS)+LF xVTx(ELF-ELS) (3.8) 

U 
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Figure 3-3 : Control Volume used for Mass Balance 

The superficial velocities are converted into volumetric flowrates using the following 
relationships: 

VSL =A `" (3.9) 
Pipe 

VSG =AG (3.10) 
Pipe 

The slug body equations Ws and Vas are given as: 

Vas __ 

Vmix 
(3.11) 

Eis+(1-ELs)xs 

sX Vmix 

VGS 
EIS+(1-ELS)xs 

(3.12) 

where slip ratio, s, and mixture velocity, Via, are given by the equation: 

S=V G' Vmix = 
VT Vd 

(3.13) 
Vi. S Co 

where the coefficient Co is explained in detail in the the following 3.4 section 

By substituting equations (3.9) to (3.13) in equations (3.7) and (3.8) for liquid and gas 
phase superficial velocities respectively the following expressions for liquid and gas 
volumetric flowrates can be obtained (Figure 3-4): 
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gL(ClosureModel) = 
(VT 

- Vd)x Apipe x Kl(Liquid)) + VT x Apipe x K2(Liquid) (3.14) 

gG(ClosureModel) - (VT - Vd)x Apipe x K3(Gas) - VT x Apipe x K4(Gas) (3.15) 

where : 

K1(Liquid) 
- Co X [ELS 

E(1- 
ELS)x s] 

and K2(Liquid) "'- 
ELF -L 

LS)x 
LF 

(3.16) 
U 

K3(Gas) 
-Cx rEl 

-E> 
El x sl 

and K4(Gas) - 
(ELF 

-L LS) x I-F 
(3.17) Co L LS \1 LS! JU 

where coefficients Co and Vd can be extracted form the experimental data. 
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Figure 3-4 : Schematic Diagram of Slug Closure Model 
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3.4 Empirical Correlations for Slug Flow Characteristics 

3.4.1.1 Slug Body Velocities 

Local liquid slug velocity VLS may be measured indirectly from the pressure drop 

profile as developed by the theoretical model of Dukler and Hubbard (1975). The 

pressure drop over the slug unit APu is given by: 

OPU = OPS + Film = (1Pmix + APf) + OPFilm gtý AP-cc + APf (3.18) 

where 
OPu is the slug unit pressure drop; 
LPs is slug region pressure drop; 
OPF; Im is the film region pressure drop 
APacc is accelerating pressure drop 

In the liquid slug region the overall pressure drop, APE, is assumed to be composed of a 
frictional component, APf, due to the motion of the homogenous mixture, and a 
component, IPm;,,, resulting purely from accelerating the slow moving liquid film to the 

slug velocity so that APmjx APacc. Compared to slug zone, the gas phase pressure drop 

above the liquid film in the film region is negligible. Based on the assumption of a 
homogenous mixture within the liquid slug section yields: 

VLS 
- 

VGS 
- 

Vmix = VSL + VSG (3.19) 

To obtain the local slug velocity, VLS, the measurement of frictional pressure drop APf 
is required as given by: 

1i2 
2xwPfxd 

VLS = (3.20) fx pmix x Ls 

where 
d is the pipe inner diameter, 

pmix is the mixture, 
Ls is the slug body length and 
f is the friction factor. 

However, in order to obtain the local slug body velocities using the pressure drop 
measurements the following difficulties were discussed by Stewart (2001): 

In order to measure the passing slugs, the pressure transducers require a high 
measurement precision and a wide measurement range. Differential pressure 
transducers offer a high precision, but not a wide range. Conversely, absolute 
pressure transducers offer a wide range, but not high precision. 
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Extracting the "ideal" pressure drops APmix, OPf and OPFilm from the real 
pressure profile is difficult, particularly as the gas flowrate becomes high (Fan et 
al. 1993b) 

As a result, in the absence of any reliable technique for measuring local slug body 
velocities it is more convenient to use closure relationships. Review of the previous 
work on the relationship between the slug translational velocity VT, and the local slug 
body velocities VLS and VGS is presented in the following subsections 

3.4.1.1.1 Dukler and Hubbard (1975) Model 

The relationship between the slug translational velocity, VT, and liquid slug body 
velocity, VLS, was established by the theoretical model developed by Dukler and 
Hubbard (1975). In this model, the phases (gas and liquid) in the slug body were 
assumed to be homogenous mixture (VLS=VGS) with a velocity profile identical to 
single-phase fully developed pipe flow. 

According to the Dukler and Hubbard (1975) model, the average velocity of the liquid 
in the slug is distributed radially from a value of zero at the wall to a value above VLS at 
the centre. Therefore, in the region close to the wall the fluid moves slower than the 
average fluid in the slug so that it is eventually shed from the rear of the slug. 

However, There is one specific radial location where the local velocity, U, equals the 
average velocity, VLS and that at radial position as (rp). If rp is the radial position at 
which the local velocity (u) equals the mean velocity (VLS) then the shedding rate is 
given by: 

X_ VLS x ELS - ELS xrf2xnxr 
u(r)dr (3.21) 

r=, 

ý0 
A 

where X is the shedding rate, u(r) is a standard single phase velocity profile for 
turbulent flow, and u(rp)=VLS defines the boundary of the shedding zone as (1) r< rp , 
the fluid moves faster than VLS, thus it advances in the direction of flow with respect to 
the motion of the slug, (2) r> rp the fluid moves slower than the average fluid in the 
slug body, thus eventually is shed from the rear of the slug. 

Based on the Dukler and Hubbard (1975) model, the translational velocity, VT must 
satisfy the following relationship: 

VT = VLS +X= VLS X (I + C) _ VLS X Co (3.22) E 
LS 

where 
C is the ratio of the rate of shedding X to the rate of flow in the slug: 
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(3.23) ELS X VLS 

In their analysis, Dukler & Hubbard evaluated a range of conditions and suggested that 
for 30000: 5 Res <_ 400000, the C-ratio is well approximated by: 

C= 
VT 

-1; or C=0.021 x ln(Res) + 0.022 
Vmlx 

[p, x ELS + pg x (1- ELS)Jx dx VLS (3.24) 
Res = 

µixELS+ggx(1-Eis) 

where 
Res is the slug Reynolds number, 
pi is the liquid density, 

pg is the gas density, 

µ, is the liquid dynamic viscosity and 
g. is the gas dynamic viscosity. 

Dukler and Hubbard (1975) compared their theoretical model developed against 
experimental data from a 0.0375 m air-water horizontal pipe. The slug translational 
velocity, VT, was measured by using two pairs of electrical contact probes which 
introduced into the top of the pipe. The values of VLS were measured by removing the 
end of the tube and allowing the slugs to flow out the end and then undergo a free fall 
onto a measured surface. The standard deviations associated with these measurements 
are as follow: VT=8% and VLS=5%. The agreement between experiment and theory was 
reported to be excellent. 

3.4.1.1.2 Bendiksen (1984) 

Bendiksen (1984), performed an experimental investigation of the propagation of air 
bubbles in slug flow in pipes, with diameters 0.019 m to 0.05 m, and inclinations (cp) 
ranging from - 30° to 90° with the horizontal. In a specially designed experiment, large 
bubble were injected into the flowing liquid, and the translational velocity, VT, was 
carefully measured at four locations using an array of emitter and detector diodes. 

Bendiksen (1984) suggested that there is a critical Froude number (Fr) at which the 
values of Co and the drift velocity, Vd, change. As no aeration was presented within the 
liquid plug body during experiments, liquid superficial velocity, VSL, was equal to the 
local slug body velocity VLS. This fact allowed data to be fitted by the correlation: 

VT = (1 + OX VAS + Vd Co X VLS + Vd (3.25) 
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The set of coefficient values (Co and Vd) summarised by Bendiksen for all positive 
inclinations with the horizontal (q) as: 

Co =1.05+0.15xsin2cp Vd = gd x(0.35xsinýp+0.54xcos(p), Fr= 
Vga 

<3.5 

(3.26) 

Co =1.2 Vd = gd x(0.35xsin(g), Fr= Vgä 
>3.5 

Based on equation (3.26) the following points were observed by Bendiksen (1984): 

1. The coefficient Co is seen to be a function of pipe geometry, liquid velocity and 
inclination angle (Figure 3-5). However, Figure 3-6 shows the influence of 
Reynolds number on the distribution of the coefficient Co. 

2. For low liquid velocities (Fr < 3.5), the slug bubble nose is located close to the 
top of the pipe. The bubble has a clearly defined tail and behaves like a 
Benjamin bubble, yielding the coefficient Co tends to unity. The fluid pickup 
and shedding process in the slug body cease to operate; therefore, VT tends to 
equal VLS. 

3. For horizontal flows at low liquid velocities, Bendiksen (1984) observed a 
dimensionless non-zero drift-velocity of around Vd =0.54(gd) 112 

. However, as 
the liquid velocity increased (Fr >3.5), the tip of the bubble nose moves down 
towards the centre of the pipe, yielding a value of Co 1.2. As a result, the 
gravity forces become lower, resulting in a reduced value of Vd, approaching 
zero. 

1.1 

1.10 
i 

-"- D: 1.92cm 
- D: 2.42 cm 
--- 0: 5.00cm 

0.95 
0 5"q' 1.10" 

R. 

Figure 3-5 : The Coefficient Co vs Reynolds Number for Different Pipe Diameters 
((P=O) 
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Figure 3-6: Influence of Reynolds Number on the Distribution of Co 

An approach to modelling transient slug flow was presented by Bendiksen et al. (1996). 
In this model further investigations were performed to study the motion of the gas 
elongated bubble and the gas and liquid velocities VGS, VLS respectively in the slug 
body. Starting from a total volume flow balance in the slug gives: 

VSG+VSL=`ILSXELS+VGSx(I-ELS) (3.27) 

Davies (1992) and Manolis (1995) conducted experiments to study the translational 
velocity of the slug for the case of an unaerated liquid slug. In their experiments, gas 
was injected at a predetermined rate into one end of a pipe which was initially full of 
liquid. The translation velocity VT, was measured using electrical conductivity probes 
spaced a known distance apart. Manolis (1995) correlated these data and obtained an 
expression in the same form as that of Bendiksen (1984): 

Co = 1.033 Vd = 0.477 x gd, Fr = 
Vä 

< 2.86 

(3.28) 
{c0=1.216 

Vd =0, Fr = 
Vgä 

? 
2.86 

3.4.1.1.3 Woods and Hanratty (1996) 

Bendiksen et al. (1984) conducted experimental studies on the bubble motion 
measurements were extended by Woods and Hanratty (1996) to superficial velocities in 
the range of VSL= 0.5 to 2 ms" and V5G=0.2 to10 ms" for horizontal gas-water flow in a 
0.0953 m pipe at atmospheric condition. 
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Conductance profiles were used to determine the liquid holdup at several locations 
along the pipeline. These conductance measurements establish the profiles of the liquid 
layer and the tail of the slug and the degree of aeration in a slug. By using a translating 
control volume attached to the back of the slug, conservation of liquid volume is used to 
calculate shedding flux velocity (X/A pipe), given as: 

X- Vmix 

Apia 
VT 

1+ (s 
-1) X ELS 

XlI- ELS (3.29) 

where 
s is the slip parameter and is equal to the ratio of the slug body velocities (VGSNLS)" 

The slip parameter s is obtained by achieving the measurements of VT and ELS 
combined with an approximate estimate for the shedding flux velocity (X/A pipe). The 
slip ratio data summarised as following: 

1 Vi. <3ms'' 

s= 1+0.125x(Vmix -3) 3<Vmix <7ms'1 (3.30) 
1.5 Vmix >7 ms-1 

The slip ratio s is increased from unity at low V.;,, (homogenous flow) to 1.5 for 
Vmix>7ms"1(blow-through). 

The coefficient Co and drift velocity Vd concluded as following: 

Co =1.10 Vd =0.54x gd Fr= 
Vß-'ä 

<3.5 

(3.31) 
{c0=1.2 

Vd =0 Fr= 
Vg'a 

>3.5 

The parameters Co and Vd are in close agreement with the horizontal flow data of 
(Bendiksen et al. 1984). 

3.4.1.1.4 Stewart (2001) 

Stewart (2001) developed a correlation for the motion of the elongated gas bubble based 
on a linear fit to experimental data extracted from 0.1 m horizontal pipeline, given by 
the following equation: 

VT=1.29XVmix+Vd 

where 
C,, =1.29 and 
Vd=1.09 (ms'1). 

(3.32) 
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Stewart (2001) implemented this correlation in the predictive model developed for the 
measurement of mass flowrates of gas-water slug flow using non-intrusive conductivity 
sensors, and to calculate the local slug body velocities V[. s and V(is for liquid and gas 
respectively as a function of mixture velocity V,,;, and slip ratio (s) from the basic mass 
balance across the slug unit as given by the following equations: 

V'»" 
V-SX 

Vnix 
and V= cs-Eis+sx(1-ELS) ýs Eis+sx(1-ELS) 

1 Vmix < 3ms-' (3.33) 

s= 
Vcs 

s=1+0.125 x (V, 
ni, - 

3) 3<V < 7ms-' 
VLS 

1.5 Vnix > 7ms-' 

3.4.1.1.5 King et aL (1997) 

King et al. (1997) compared the experimental data for different researchers (Davies, 
1992; Manolis, 1995; Dukler and Hubbard (1975); Ruder et al. (1989); Bendiksen, 
1984) as shown in Figure 3-7. He concluded that, the relationships proposed by Dukler 
and Hubbard (1975) do not fit the experimental data at all well. 

The model by Ruder et al. (1989) shows a good agreement with the data at low value of 
the Froude number but significantly underpredicts the Co at higher mixture velocity. 

1.2 I Davies (1992) 
0 Manolis (1995) 

11-..... Dukler & Hubbard (1975) 
lA Moalem Maron et al. (1982) 

0.8 - - 

0.6- - 

0.4- - 

0.2 

0 

Bendiksen (1984) 
Ruder et al. (1989) 
NMallolls 119951 

02468 10 12 
Fronde-Niuiiber, Fr 

Figure 3-7: Performance of C-ratio Correlations by King et al. (1997) 
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3.4.1.1.6 Hale (2000) 

Based on different previous investigators, Hale (2000) stated that the large spread 
values of both Co (0.95 to 1.54) and Vd (0 to 0.6) for horizontal flow is less clear. And 
this may be partly due to the fact that the plot of translational velocity (VT) versus 
mixture velocity (Vm;,, ) is not perfectly linear, but instead bends very slightly upwards. 

Table 3-1 listed the values of the coefficients Co and C1 which was calculated based on 
a line of best fit to their experimental data, however, Table 3-2 listed the values of the 
coefficients Co and C1 based on theoretical and analytical studies. 

Table 3-1 : Values of Co and the mean drift velocity C1 for horizontal flow (Adopting 
best fit to data approach). 

Reference System Co Re> 8000) CI=Vd/( d 

Manolis (1995) Air-Water 1.033 0.477 
d=0.075 m, Slug Flow Fr < 2.86 Fr < 2.86 

Manolis (1995) Air-Water 1.216 0.0 
d=0.075 m, Slug Flow Fr > 2.86 Fr >2.86 

Lunde and Air-Water 1 107 260 0 
Asheim (1989) d=0.0678 m . . 

Singh and Griffith Air-Water 

(1970) d=0.05-0.15 inch 0.95 0.15 
Pressure =1 atm 

Table 3-2 : Values of Co and the mean drift velocity C1 for horizontal flow. 

Reference Co (Re> 8000) C1=Vd/(gd)ln 
Gregory and Scott (1969) 1.35 0.0 (Assumed) 

Dukler and Hubbard 1.25-1.28 (theory) 
0.0 (Assumed) (1975) (30000 < Re < 400000) 

Andreussi et al. (1989) 1.2 0.0 (Assumed) 

Nicholson et al., (1978) 1.196 (d=0.0258 m) 0.538 (d=0.0258 m) 
1.128 d=0.0512 m) 0.396 (0.0512m 

Nydal et al., (1992) 1.2-1.3 0.0 

Bendiksen (1984) 1.0-1.05 (Fr < 3.5) 0.54 (Fr < 3.5) 
1.2 (Fr > 3.5) 0.0 Fr > 3.5) 
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3.4.1.2 Others Correlations 

3.4.1.2.1 Slug Body Liquid Holdup 

The liquid holdup in the slug body is an important parameter for the design of 
multiphase pipelines and associated separation equipment. It is also of importance for 
the slug predictive model in order to measure the phase mass flowrates. Few theoretical 
methods are available for the prediction of the average liquid holdup (ELS) within the 
slug body. However, the extensively-used correlation by Gregory et al. (1978) was 
obtained from the measurements of liquid holdup, using electrical capacitance probes, 
in air-water and oil-water flow in horizontal pipes with diameter of 0.0258 m and 
0.0512 m. The correlation gives slug body holdup as a function of the mixture velocity 
only: 

ELS 

1+ 
umýX aza (3.34) (IG 

where 
a1G = 8.66 and 
a2G=1.39. 

Based on the same data (Malnes, 1979) proposed an alternative form of correlation, 
given by: 

ELS=1- 
V 

mix 

CM+Vex (3.35) 

where the coefficient CM is a function of physical properties given by: 

CM =83x 
gx6 y (3.36) 

PL 

Ferschneider (1983) developed a more complex correlation for slug body holdup ELS 
using data obtained from natural gas and a light hydrocarbon oil facility. The facility 
loop comprised a 0.15 m diameter with 120 m long test section loop and operated at 
elevated pressure of between 10 and 50 bar. Correlation proposed by Ferschneider 
(1983) took account for surface tension of the fluids: 
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ELS= 
Z2 

1+V. ix x 
Bo"F (3.37) 

Cl _ 
pe 

P' 

lgd aIF 

where 
aIF=25 and 
a2F =0.1 
Bo is Bond number and is given by: 

Bo - pg xgxd2 (3.38) 
a 

Andreussi et al. (1989) developed correlation based on the experimental data obtained 
from air-water flow in 0.05m and 0.09 m horizontal pipes with different pipe 
inclinations. The correlation is given by the expressions: 

1Ers =1 
Vmix <2.5ms 1} 

(3.39) { ELS =1.242 - 0.263 x ln(Vmix) Vmix >_ 2.5ms '} 

Ghassan and Majeed (1999) developed a new empirical equation for estimating liquid 
slug holdup in horizontal and slightly inclined two-phase slug flow. The empirical 
correlation was developed as a function of mixture velocity, liquid viscosity and 
inclination angle and is given as: 

ELS =(1.009-NxV; X)xA; 
N=0.006+1.3377xµß (3.40) 

µi 

In this correlation the parameter A is included to account for the effect of inclination 
angle. The following equations are suggested for estimating the parameter A: 

9 :50 (downward flows) A =1.0 (3.41) 
9>0 (upward flows) A =1.0 - since 

3.4.1.2.2 Slug Frequency 

Slug frequency, v, is defined as the average number of slug units passing a fixed point 
in the system, per unit time Gregory et al. (1978). Many authors have reported slug 
frequency data and many correlations have been proposed. Several of these are given 
below: 
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Based on measured values for the carbon dioxide-water system in a 0.0 19 m diameter 
pipe, Gregory et al. (1978) suggest that the slug frequency may be given by: 

[TVsL 
v=0.0226 xx I1.75+vmix 1.2 

(3.42) 
d Vmix 

Using a similar approach to Gregory and Scott (1969), Manolis (1995) performed 
experiments for both air-water and air-oil data at various system pressure. Their 
correlation based on modified Froude number and the slug frequency correlation 
proposed given as: 

2 1. s 

25+V 
v= 0.0037 x 

Vx 
d. Vmx 

(3.43) 
mix 

3.4.1.2.3 Slug Body Length 
The mean slug length has been discussed by many researchers based on both 

experimental studies by Brill et al. (1981) and Nydal et al. (1992) and theoretical 
models by Dukler and Hubbard (1975) and Barnea and Taitel (1993) as listed in Table 
3-3. In Table3-3, the slug boy length obtained experimental and theoretical by different 

researchers ranged from 12d to 30d. Although a large statistical variation around the 
mean value of the slug zone length, Ls, exists. However, the observed experimental 
mean slug length values are independent of gas and liquid flow rates and range between 
12-30 times the diameters for slug flow. 

Table 3-3 : Mean Slug Lengths in Horizontal Pipe. 

Reference System Mean Slug Length 

Doller and Hubbard (1975) Ail-water 
d=0.075 in 

12d - 30d 

Nicliolsen et al. 
Air-lipdit oil 

d=0.02Gm, 0.05in 
30d 

Gregory et al. (1978) Air-light oil 30d and 37d 
C1=0.026 in, 0.051u 

Barnea et al. (1993) Theory 32d 

Andreussi et al. (1989) Air-water 
d=0.05 in 

33ý 

Brill et al. (1981) developed a correlation to predict liquid slug length for larger 
diameter pipes, based on their data from 305 mm and 406 mm diameter test lines and on 
data from 102 mm and 178 mm diameters pipes and is given by: 
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ln(3.2808 x LS) = -2.663 + 5.441 x [ln(39.37d)]05 + 0.059 x ln(3.2808Vm; 
X) (3.44) 

In large pipes diameter pipes, Scott et al. (1986) proposed the following correlation to 
calculate slug length: 

ln(3.2808 x LS) = -25.4134 + 28.4948 x [ln(39.37 x d)T' 3.45 

Nydal et al. (1992) used horizontal pipes (0.053 m and 0.090 m) to measure the length 
of the slug. The range of the liquid and gas superficial velocities was 0.6 to 3.5 ms"' and 
0.5 to 20 ms-1 respectively. They came up with an equation after distinguishing between 
the developing and developed slug and neglecting the former one: 

LS --15 xd (3.46) 

3.5 Ultrasonic Metering Concept Approach 

The ultrasonic metering concept approach for the measurement of the phase volumetric 
flowrates of the gas-water under slug flow conditions was based on the slug closure 
model developed in the previous section and summarised schematically in the Figure3-8 
and given in the following equations: 

gL(ClosureModel) = 
(VT 

- Vd)x Apipe x K1(Liquid)) + VT x Apipe X K2(Liquid) (3.47) 

gG(ClosureModel) - (VT - 
Vd)X Apipe X K3(Gas) 

- 
VT X Apipe X K4(Gas) (3.48) 

In order to obtain the gas and liquid phase volumetric flowrates, the slug closure model 
factors Ki (Liquid), K2 (Liquid), K3 (Gas) and K4 (Gas) must be calculated after measuring the 
following parameters by non-invasive or non-intrusive ultrasonic methods 

" The slug body holdup ELS and the liquid film holdup ELF can be obtained after 
measuring the liquid height in the slug body HLS and film zone HLF then using 
the following equation: 

rlr 
ELS =x 7c-cos-' 2xl äLSJ-1 

+ 2xl 
äLSI-1 

x 1-[2x(HL) -1 
i 

(3.49) 
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ELF =1 

[ECOS1[2()1] 

+ 2x 
dLF)-1 

x 1- 2x 
HäF)-1 i 

(3.50) 

" Slug translational velocity VT can be measured using cross correlation technique 
for the conditioning ultrasonic signals; 

" The film zone and slug zone duration, tFilm and tslug ; 

" The film length LF and slug length Ls obtained from the following equations 
after measuring VT 

9 tFilm and tslug 

LS = VT Xtsiug and LF = VT XtFilm (3.51) 

" The assumption of no slip in the slug model (homogenous mixture flow) is 
adopted to the slug closure model. 

" Compute the coefficient Ca and Vo based on a linear fit to mixture velocity V. i,, 
versus the slug translational velocity VT experimental data and given by the 
equation: 

V, = mVm; x +n (3.52) 

where : 
m is representing Co and 
n is representing the drift velocity Vd 
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Figure 3-8: Schematic Diagram for the Ultrasonic Metering Concept 

3.6 Summary 

The process initiation and development of slug flow in horizontal pipe were described. 
Review of empirical correlations for slug flow characteristics was presented. The review 
included correlations for the slug body velocities, slug translational velocity, the mean 
slug frequency, the mean slug body holdup, and the mean slug length. 

Slug closure model to infer the gas and liquid phase volumetric flowrates was 
developed based on the "slug unit" model. Ultrasonic metering concept was developed 
based on the combinations of the non-invasive and non-intrusive ultrasonic sensors and 
the slug closure model to obtain the phase volumetric flowrates. 
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Experimental Set-up 

A two-phase (water and air) facility for testing the ultrasonic metering concept 
presented in previous chapters was designed and constructed in the Department of 
Process and Systems Engineering, Cranfield University. 

In section 4.1.1, the fluid supplies (water and air) and the measuring instrumentations 
are described. The measuring section is presented in details in section 4.1.2. This 
section includes the design aspects of the conductivity probes and their calibration 
process, the non-invasive ultrasonic technique and its signal conditioning unit, and the 
non-intrusive ultrasonic (pulse-echo) technique and its associated electronic circuit. 

The experimental measurement methods used to determine the slug characteristics are 
presented in section 4.1.3. 

Section 4.1.4 presents the data acquisition system (DAS) which is used to collect the 
data from the two-phase facility. Finally, the chapter summary is presented in section 
4.2. 
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4.1 The Two-Phase Facility 

The two-phase (water and air) facility was designed and constructed in the Department 

of Process and Systems Engineering, Cranfield University as illustrated in Figure 4-1. 
The test section is a 22 m long plastic ABS (class E) horizontal pipe of 50 mm inner 
diameter. The pipeline length was enough to allow the formation of fully developed 

slugs. 

Temperature 
Indicator (T3) 

P3 

Measuring Section 

Two-Phase 
Gas/Liquid Line Temperature P1 Temperature 

Indicator (Ti) Indicator 

0n FG1 0 1-- 

Gas Flowmeter 
Low Flow 

Temperature 
Indicator (T2) P2 

f% FG2 
(Vi04) 

T102 
Gas Flowmeter 

Air Lin 
High Flow 

Non-Return 
Valve FL1 

Water Line 
X 

Mixing Point 
M101 Reference Water 

Flowmeter 

P 
Free Air Delivery 

J1 

C101 
Atmospher 

V102 

Bypass 
Loop 

Water Tank 
T101 

Figure 4-1: Two-Phase (water and air) Facility 

4.1.1 Fluid Supplies 

4.1.1.1 Water Supply 

Water is stored in a tank T101 of 4.408 m3 capacity, Figure 4-2(a). The water is 
pumped to the test section using a centrifugal pump. The water pump (P 101) is a 
Worthington Simpson centrifugal pump, which has a maximum capacity of 40 m3/hr 
and a maximum discharge pressure of 5 bar(g). The water flow from the pump is 
controlled by means of a by-pass line in which a portion of the fluid from the pump 
outlet is recycled back to the water tank via a valve V102. The water passes through the 
metering system and then it is taken to the mixing point M 101, where it is combined 
with the gas flow before passed to the measuring section. 
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4.1.1.2 Air Supply 

Gas is supplied by a Screw Engineering compressor CIO], Figure 4-2(b). This 

compressor has a maximum supply capacity of 400 m3/ hr Free Air Delivery (FAD) and 
a maximum discharge pressure of 10 bar (g). From the compressor outlet, the gas is 

passed to a 2.5 m3 air tank receiver, T102. The arrangement of the air tank receiver 
before the test section stabilises the gas supply from the compressor. From the receiver, 
air flow goes to the gas metering station via a needle valve, V104. This valve controls 
the flow to the metering station, maintaining a constant mass flow for a given receiver 
pressure, and further acts to stabilise the flow entering the test section. From the gas 
metering station, the gas passes to the mixing point M101, where it combines with the 
water flow and enters the measuring section (Figure 4-1). 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4-2: (a) Water Supply Tank, (b) Air Supply Station 

4.1.1.3 Fluids Instrumentation 

Details of the instrumentation for the two-phase air\water facility fluid metering systems 
are provided in Table 4-1. 

The water flow is metered using Khrone Altoflux Series electromagnetic K280/0 AS 
model with 0-4.524 m3/hr range as shown in Figure 4-3(a). Air flow is metered using 
a pair of Quadrina gas turbine flowmeters, see Figure 4-3(b), the first, designation 
QFG/13B/EP1, has a range of 1-8 m3/hr and second, designation QFG/25B/EPI has a 
range of 6-60 m3/hr. At the gas metering point, temperature and pressure are measured 
to calculate the volumetric flowrate of the gas entering to the test section. All data from 
the two-phase water/air facility instrumentation is recorded by the Data Acquisition 
System (DAS) see Section 4.14. 
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Table 4-1: Two-Phase Water-Air Facility Fluids Instrumentation 

Description Details Range 
Designation 

Inlet Liquid Flowmeter 
Khrone Altoflux 0 

FL, 
(Reference meter) 

Elecotromagnetic Flowmeter /hr M3 /hr 
Model K280/0 AS 

FG, 
Inlet Gas Flowmeter Quadrina Turbine Meter, 1-8 m3/hr (Low Flow) Model QFG/13B/EP 1 

Inlet Gas Flowmeter Quadrina Turbine Meter, 6-60 
FG2 (High Flow) Model QFG/25B/EPI m3/hr 

FG I Reference Pressure Gauge Transducer 0-5 
PI 

Pressure Sensor RS 286-671 bar(g) 

FG2 Reference Pressure Gauge Transducer 0-5 
Pý 

` Pressure Sensor RS 286-671 bar(g) 

In-Line Gauge Style 0-5 
P3 Pressure Sensor RS 286-671 bar(g) 

T, FGI Reference RS Thermocouple 0-100 °C 
Temperature Sensor 

TZ FG2 Reference RS Thermocouple 0-100 °C 
Temperature Sensor 

T3 In-Line RS Thermocouple 0-100 °C 
Sensor Temperature 

(a) (b) 

(a) Water Electromagnetic Flowmeter (b) Air Metering Station 
Figure 4-3: Air and Water Metering Stations 
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4.1.2 Measuring Test Section 

The measuring working section is 0.875 m long Perspex pipe of 50 mm inner diameter. 
The measuring working section consists of four pairs of flush-mounted "O" ring 
conductivity probes (C (A), C (B), C (c) and C (D)) , two pairs of 1 MHz non-invasive 
mounted ultrasonic transducers and non-intrusive pulse-echo mode level measurement 
ultrasonic transducer with 2.25 MHz operating frequency, see Figures 4-4 and 4-5 
respectively. The measuring section and its instrumentations are illustrated in Figure 4- 
6. 

1 MHz Ultrasonic 2.25 MHz Ultrasonic 
Transducer Transducer 

ýkl 

"s 

4 Conductivity Ring Probes 

Figure 4-4: Components of Measuring Section 
Conductivity Non-Intrusive 

Figure 4-5: Top View of Measuring Section Showing the Ultrasonic Sensors 
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4t-Receive 

(Panauichics 5001 

Function Genera 
HP 33120A 

Figure 4-6: Test Section and Instrumentations 

4.1.2.1 Conductivity Probes 

Signal 
ditio1L11g 

Box 

ver Supplier 
Box 

Conductivity probes provide a continuous measure of liquid holdup and with some 
statistical analysis; they can be used to determine the slug characteristics (Fossa et al. 
2003). The probes discussed here are of twin-ring electrodes type . They consist of two 
stainless steel rings electrodes with a width of (Sp=3.7 mm) and spaced at (De 17 mm) 
apart as shown in Figure 4-7. 

An electronic circuit is used to measure the electrical impedance between the electrodes. 
Probes based on this technique have been used by Coney et al. (1971), Brown et al. 
(1978), Andristsos et al. (1987), Fore (1993) and Fossa et al. (2003). Such probes can 
be operated either in the conductance (lower AC frequency) or in capacitance (very high 
AC frequency) mode. 
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Figure 4-7: Scheme of Flush Mounted Stainless Steel Conductivity Ring Electrodes 

4.1.2.1.1 Design & Construction Aspect of Conductivity Probe 

In order to perform the measurements of the phase fraction under slug flow conditions 
using conductivity probes, the slug flow regime was assumed to be constituted of 
stratified regions separated by liquid regions where dispersed bubble may be present 
(Fossa et al. 2000). 

Fossa et al. (2003) stated, based on theoretical and experimental investigations, that the 
conductivity probe response is affected by the probe geometry and even more by the 
flow pattern. As a consequence, at the same mean void fraction, the mixture impedance 
changes with the phase distribution. Therefore, in order to overcome this problem, the 
conductivity probe geometry was chosen to produce a probe response that is relatively 
insensitive to the changes between the uniformly dispersed (bubble) regime and the 
stratified regime. 

Based on preliminary tests, Fossa et al. (2003) suggested that the probe geometry aspect 
ratios (De/d) and (SP/d) should be equal to 0.34-0.4 and 0.071-0.08 respectively. The 
selection of the proper electrode aspect ratios also resulted in small measuring volumes 
as compared with holdup spatial fluctuations. 

The assumption adopted concerns the possibility to describe the structure of intermittent 
horizontal flows as if they were constituted of stratified regions separated by liquid 
regions where a few gas bubbles might be present. 

In the present work, the conductivity probes geometry aspect ratios (D, /d=0.34) and 
(Sp/d=0.074) were chosen based on the design recommendations by Fossa et al. (1998). 

These probes were joined together using "Tensol 12" cement. The probes were 
distributed along the Perspex pipe with separation distance LAB = 54 mm, Lac = 175 
mm, LCD = 275 mm and LAD=504 mm respectively, see Figure 4-8. 
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Figure 4-8: Measuring Section with the Distribution of Conductivity Probes 

The design of the electronic circuit for each probe was based on the classical scheme 
design by Fossa et al (2003) with the carrier frequency of 3 kHz, 5 kHz, 7 kHz and 13 
kHz for conductivity probes C (A), C (B), C (C) and C (D) respectively. 

4.1.2.1.2 Calibration of Conductivity Probes 

The aim of the calibration was to characterise a set of rings probes C (A), C (B)' C (C) and 
C (D) for film height measurement during intermittent flow. The calibration of the probes 
was performed by connecting the electrode pairs to the Conductivity Electronic Box 
device. The device supplies 3 kHz, 5 kHz, 7 kHz, and 13 kHz of a. c. carrier signal. 

The gas-liquid phase distribution has been achieved by introducing known liquid 
volumes into the horizontal positioned test pipes. Tap water was used and great care 
was taken to check the inclination of the pipe at each measurement. 

A total of 4 probes were calibrated. Their aspect ratios are De/d=0.34, Sp/d=0.074 and d 
is equal to 0.05 m. For each probe, 48 measurements were performed in order to cover 
the liquid fraction range 0-1. 

At each measurement, both the weight of the water exclusive the weight of the 
conductivity ring and the corresponding value in volt was recorded. As a result, a 
calibration curve for each probe was obtained as shown in Figure 4-9. 

The correlated liquid holdup as a function of the normalised output voltage with I when 
the pipe is full and 0 when the pipe is empty for conductivity probes C (A), C (B)' C(() and 
C (D) are given as following: 

EL(A) =-1.2713x(G')`+1.2518x(G'1; +0.4108x(G')2+0.6007x(G') (4.1) 
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EL(B) =-1.4613x(G'y+1.9962x(G`) -0.3178x(G`)+0.7763x(G') (4.2) 

EL(c) = -1.1236 x 
(G*)4 + 1.086 x 

(G' y+0.4182 
x 

(G' y+0.6069 
x 

(G') 
(4.3) 

EL(D) = -1.4267 x 
(G' y+1.4225 

x 
(G* + 0.499 x 

(G' y +0.4984x (G') 
(4.4) 

The relationship between the normalised output voltage (G*) and the liquid holdup and 
gas void fraction shown in Figure 4-9. As expected, the conductivity decreases with the 
gas phase fraction while it increases as the liquid phase fraction in the control volume 
increases. 
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Figure 4-9: Calibration of Conductivity Ring Probes (A, B, C and D) 
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Figure 4-10: Phase Fraction vs. Normalised Voltage Output 

A sample trace collected from the conductivity probes C(c) and C (D) under slug flow 
conditions is presented in Figure 4-11. 
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Figure 4-11: Slugs Trace by Conductivity Probes C(c) and C (D) 
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4.1.2.2 Non-invasive Ultrasonic System 

The non-invasive ultrasonic technique is based on continuous ultrasonic waves which 
propagated through the liquid phase, where the successive passing slug unit modulates 
the received ultrasonic signal. 

Non-invasive ultrasonic system consists of two pairs of ultrasonic angle beam 
transducers (SN 1195399) with a frequency of 1MHz as illustrated in Figure 4-12, 

signal function generator (HP 33120 A), signal conditioning box, data acquisition 
system (DAS) and LabView software which is used to collect the conditioned 
modulated ultrasonic signals as shown in Figure 4-13. 

1 

Figure 4-12: 1 MHz Ultrasonic Transducers and their Clamps 

Transmitter / /, -, \ \ Receiver 

Modulated Ultrasonic Signal Signal Conditioning 
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Input 
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Function 
Data Acquisition 
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Figure 4-13: Schematic Diagram of Non-invasive Ultrasonic System 
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4.1.2.2.1 Function Generator/Arbitrary Waveform Generator 

The HP (33120A) function generator was used to generate a1 MHz sine wave signal to 
ultrasonic piezoelectric transducer (transmitter). The received signal is modulated by 
the passing of the slugs as illustrated in Figure 4-14. 
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Figure 4-14: Sample Ultrasonic Traces under Slug Flow Conditions 

4.1.2.2.2 Signal Conditioning Unit 

To extract the envelope of the amplitude modulated received ultrasonic signal, a signal 
conditioning unit was designed and built at Cranfield University. The signal 
conditioning unit consists of a non-inverting amplifier, the active full wave rectifier and 
low pass filter as shown in Figure 4-15. 

The performance of the signal conditioning unit compared with the conductivity probe 
is shown in Figure 4-16. 
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Figure 4-15: Electronic Circuit of the Signal Conditioning Unit 
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4.1.2.3 Non-intrusive Ultrasonic Pulse-Echo Mode System 

A non-intrusive ultrasonic pulse-echo mode system was designed to measure the liquid 
holdup in slug body and film region. The system consists of an ultrasonic pulser- 
receiver (Panametrics Model 500PR) which was used to excite the ultrasonic transducer, 
to receive and amplify the reflected signals. 

The ultrasonic pulse-echo technique is based on measuring the liquid level in the pipe 
and by using appropriate equation the liquid holdup can be obtained. 

A focused longitudinal wave piezoelectric ultrasonic transducer (immersion type) acted 
as both an emitter and a receiver (pulse-echo mode) at a centre frequency of 2.25 MHz 
with an active diameter of 16.86 mm, and an electronic circuit to measure the time of 
transmitted and reflected ultrasound wave in liquid phase as shown in Figure 4-17. 

Electronic Circuit for Time Measurement 

um 

Ultrasonic Transducer 
2.25 MHz 

At 

Conducti-, "ity Probe Ultrasonic Trans 
2.25 MHz 

Figure 4-17: Non-Intrusive Ultrasonic Pulse-Echo Mode System and Components 

The schematic diagram of the non-intrusive ultrasonic system used to measure the 
liquid holdup is illustrated in Figure 4-18. 

The concept of liquid height measurement using non-intrusive ultrasonic (pulse-echo 
mode) is illustrated in Figures 4-19 and 4-20. 
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Figure 4-20: Transit Time and Repetition Time in Ultrasonic Pulse-Echo Mode 

As shown in Figures 4-23 and 4-24, the pulse was generated by the 500PR device (blue 
line) and transmitted through the liquid phase until it reached the liquid surface, then it 
was reflected back. 

The time taken for the ultrasound wave to travel through the liquid phase and to reflect 
back at each triggering is the time elapsed T1, T2, Ti., and Ti. The 500PR device was 
set at a repetition rate of 5000Hz; therefore, the repetition time Trepetition was 200 µs. 

4.1.2.3.1 Calibration of Ultrasonic Level Measurement Transducer 
The non-intrusive liquid based ultrasonic transducer was calibrated at the static 
conditions. The aim of the calibration was to derive a correlation between the measured 
liquid height 

, 
hi_, in the pipe using a ruler and the corresponding voltages , 

V(u), from the 
2.25 MHz ultrasonic transducer as shown in Figure 4-21. As a result of the calibration, 
a linear correlation was obtained and given as: 

hL =0.0302x(V(,, ))+5.307 (4.5) 
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Figure 4-21: Output Voltages of Ultrasonic Transducer vs. Liquid Height Measurements 

From the ratio of the liquid height measurement to the output voltage in equation (4.5) 

and by introducing the V(u), the liquid height hL (U) can be measured using ultrasonic 
technique and is given by the following equation: 

h= 
VDU) - V(U)(inin) 

xd= V' xd 
(U)(inax) 

V(U)(min) 

where V(u) is the normalised value for the voltage value 

To calculate the liquid holdup using ultrasonic technique (Ei. (U)) the following equation 
must be used: 

EL(u) _x 71 - COS 2x 
huu) 

1+ 2x 
hL(u) 

1x2x 
huU) 

1 (4.7) 
71 ddd 

However, to achieve the measurements of the liquid holdup by the non-intrusive 
ultrasonic technique under slug flow conditions, the corresponding output voltage which 
are proportional to the transit time elapsed must be measured. Accordingly, an 
electronic circuit was designed and built at Cranfield University workshop for this 
purpose. 

4.1.2.3.2 Electronic Circuit Design 
The purposes of the electronic circuit was to measure the time elapsed between the 
transmitted and first reflected signal and to give an analogue output voltage proportional 
to the time elapsed measured. The electronic circuit consists of the following 
components as shown in Figure 4-22: 
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1. Inverter ICI, 

2. Monostable 555 timer IC3, IC4, and IC5, 

3. AND Gate IC6, 

4. Analog digital device IC2 and 

5. Low-pass filter. 

The operating principle of the electronic circuit is given as follows: 

1. Inverter IC 1, deployed to invert the drive signal before it is passed to the timer 
from H, L to L, H status. 

2. Timer IC3, used to stop false triggering within the ultrasonic transducer and that 
by increasing the drive signal width from 10 Its to 12 µs, obtained by the given 
equation: 

Tý1C3ý =1.1 x 103 x 0.1 x 10-6 = 12 µs (4.8) 

3. Analog device IC2 used to setup the threshold level of the reflected signal at IV. 

4. The output signal from the IC2 and the output signal from the timer IC3 after 
being inverted by IC 1 were used as inputs signals to AND Gate IC6. The AND 
Gate IC6 combines both signals and select the points at which both signals are at 
H condition. The output signal from the AND Gate IC6 was used to reset the 
timer IC5. However, a reflected signal received earlier than 1.1 gs was too short 
to reset the timer IC5 therefore the interval was increased by 1.1 gs using timer 
IC4. 

T (IC4) = 1.1 x 10 3x0.01 x 10 -6 = 11 
'Us (4.9) 

S. Timer ICS triggers from the drive signal, however, the output of this timer 
remains high till it is reset by AND Gate IC6 signal. As a result of the reset, the 
time elapsed between the transmitted and received signal was measured. 

6. A low pass filter gives an analogue output proportional to the time elapsed. 
Therefore the output voltages from the electronic circuit depend and 
proportional on the time elapsed. 

7. From Figure 4-23, the relationship between the time elapsed T; and repetition 
time Trepetition can be written as: 

J 
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Figure 4-22: Electronic Circuit of the Ultrasound Pulse-Echo Mode 
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Figure 4-23: Relationship between Ultrasonic Signal Amplitude and Liquid Height 
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8. From the basic equation for liquid height measurement using the ultrasonic 
sensor (pulse-echo mode), the relationship between the time elapsed T; and the 
liquid height at triggering i is given as: 

Ci xT 
hi. 

(U) =2 (4.11) 

By substituting equation (4.11) in equation (4.10), the relationship between the 
ultrasonic signal amplitude and liquid height using pulse-echo mode is given as: 

h L(U)i 

Trepetition x V(U)(average)i X CL 

= (4.12) 2x V(u) 

where 
hL (U) i is liquid height at i triggering, 
Trepetiton is repetition time, 
CL is the speed of sound in the water, 
V (U) is the drive signal amplitude and 
V (U) (average) i is the average reflected signal amplitude over (i) triggering. 

9. Typical output voltage of the electronic circuit designed for the measurement of 
the liquid height under slug flow conditions is shown in Figures 4-24 and 4-25. 
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Figure 4-24: Slug Tracing by Non-Intrusive Ultrasonic (Vsl. =0.5 ms-1, Vs(3=1.01 ms-I) 
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Figure 4-25: Slug Tracing by Non-Intrusive Ultrasonic (VSG=0.7 ms-1, VSG=1.25 ms-I) 

4.1.3 Experimental Measurement Method 

In this work, all experiments reported were conducted on the two-phase water/air 
facility at atmospheric pressure. The experimental method was based on the 
measurements of the slug parameters by using the non-invasive ultrasonic system to 
measure the slug translational velocity, slug body passage time, film region passage 
time, slug body and film length. The non-intrusive ultrasonic system was used to 
measure the liquid holdup in both the slug body and film region. 

Conductivity probes C(c) and C(D) measured the slug parameters and these 
measurements were used to validate the ultrasonic measurement. Table 4-3 summarises 
the experimental measurement method. 

Table 4-2: Experimental Measurement Method 

Measurement System VT tsiu tFilm Ls LF Lt ELS ELF 

Non-invasive Ultrasonic x X X X X X 
Non-intrusive Ultrasonic x X 

Conductivity Probes x X X X X X X X 

4.1.3.1 Description of the Experimental Campaigns 

A series of experimental campaigns was conducted to study the behaviour of the 
proposed ultrasonic metering system to measure the two-phase water-air under slug 
flow conditions. The experimental campaigns cover a range of superficial gas and liquid 
velocities as shown in Figure 4-26. 
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In Figure 4-27, the experimental campaigns plot in three dimensions in order to show 
the initial distribution of the gas void fractions. The gas initial gas void fraction is 

calculated by GVF = VSG/(VSG + VSL ) and it ranged from 0% up to 80%. 

The experimental campaigns strategy was based on the fixing of the value of the 
superficial liquid velocity and increasing gradually the gas superficial velocity. All 
campaigns were conducted at atmospheric pressure. Table 4-4 listed the experimental 
campaigns conducted on the two-phase water/air facility. 

Figure 4-26: Two-Phase Water/Air Experimental Campaigns Flow Map 
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Table 4-3: Experimental Campaigns Range of Liquid and Gas Superficial Velocities 

Experimental 
Campaigns 

1 VSL (ms") VSG (MS') 

Campaign #1 0.3 0.6,0.8,1,1.48,1.75,2.07,3.01 

Campaign #2 0.5 0.62,0.83,1.30,1.52,1.77,2.07,2.67,3.15 

Campaign #3 0.73 0.63,0.84,1.05,1.26,1.54,1.76,2.11,2.47,2.95 

Campaign #4 0.93 0.62,0.82,1.01,1.26,1.49,2.07, 

Campaign #5 1.03 0.82,1.0,2.02 

4.1.4 Data Acquisition System 

Data from the two-phase air/water facility was acquired by a dedicated PC-based Data 
Acquisition System (DAS). This System consisted of a series of custom-built signal 
conditioning units. Data was collected from the signal conditioning units, with a range 
of 0 to 10 V d. c, and then transferred to the PC via the parallel port multiplexer (SCB- 
68). 

Digital Data from (SCB-68) was sent to the PC system (100 MHz Dell PC) with 10 
GB (AMD Athlon) hard disk, running the Windows 2000 operating system. A runtime 
version of Labview `Virtual Instrument' 6.2 Version was used to gather data in real time 
from DAS hardware and display the results to the computer screen for control and 
operation purpose. 

The Data Acquisition System (DAS) software took information on the raw voltage 
information entering the computer from the DAS hardware and converted this 
information to engineering units for the corresponding instruments. To do this, the 
following equation was used: 

EU=Kx(V-V0) (4.13) 

where 
EU is the required engineering unit (the measured variable), 
K is the gain, V is the voltage signal and 
VO is the voltage at zero signal reading where the measured variable is zero. 
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The DAS for the 17 channels is presented in Table 4-4. 

Table 4-4: Data Acquisition System Channels 

Name Zero Gain Engineering Units A/D Channel 

FL1 0.5 6.27 1/s 1 
FG, 0.0 26.88 1/min 2 

FG2 0.0 60 1/min 3 

P1 0.0 0.679 bar 4 

P2 -0.001 1.336 bar 5 

P3 0.0 0.859 bar 6 

dp 0.2 4.0 mbar 7 

Tl 0.091 9.98 0C 8 

T2 0.5 10.02 OC 9 

T3 0.5 10.02 Oc 10 

C(A) 0 1 Vdc 11 
C(B) 0 1 Vdc 12 
C(C) 0 1 Vdc 13 

C(D) 0 1 Vdc 14 

Ultrasonic 1 0 1 Vdc 15 
Ultrasonic 2 0 1 Vdc 16 
Ultrasonic 3 0 1 Vdc 17 

4.2 Summary 

In this chapter, the experimental set up for the two-phase air-water facility was 
described in detail. 

" Section 4.1.1 described the supply for air and water to the two-phase air- 
water facility, and the instrumentation specification for air and water 
flowrate measurements, 

" Section 4.1.2 described the measuring section. In this section the design 
aspects of the conductivity probe and the calibration process were presented. 
The schematic diagram of the non-invasive ultrasonic transducers and the 
signal conditioning unit were described in detail. Also the non-intrusive 
ultrasonic (pulse-echo) mode transducer which was used to measure the 
phase fraction was described with its electronic circuit, 

" Section 4.1.3 described the experimental measurement methods used to 
achieve the measurements of the slug characteristics. In this section, the two 
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ultrasonic techniques, namely the non-invasive ultrasonic technique and the 
non-intrusive ultrasonic technique were combined to achieve the 
measurements of the slug characteristics. 

" Section 4.1.4 presented the data acquisition system (DAS) deployed to 
extract the experimental data from the tests which were conducted at 
atmospheric pressure and with different air and water flowrates. 
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Charger 

Slug Characteristics Measurements 
by Ultrasonic Techniques 

In order to obtain the gas and liquid volumetric flowrates under slug flow conditions 
from the slug closure model proposed in Chapter 3, the slug flow characteristics were 
measured using non-invasive/non-intrusive ultrasonic techniques. 

The slug frequency measurements by non-invasive ultrasonic technique were validated 
by conductivity measurements is described in Section 5.2. 

Slug translational velocity measurements by a non-invasive ultrasonic method were also 
validated by conductivity measurements, as described in Section 5.3. 

Slug length and film length measurements by a non-invasive ultrasonic method and 
validation of the data with conductivity measurements are given Section 5.4. 

The slug body and film liquid holdup measurements by a non-intrusive ultrasonic 
method and validation with conductivity are described in Section 5.5. 

The coefficients Co, and drift velocity Vd obtained based on experimental data are 
derived in section 5.6. Then the chapter summary is presented in section 5.7. 
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5.1 Slug Regions Classifications 

In order to measure the slug characteristics using ultrasonic techniques, slug regions 
have to be idealised to identifiable regions so that signals from non-invasive ultrasonic 
techniques can be objectively analysed. A possible definition of a slug is a liquid mass 
travelling in a pipe being driven by the difference in the dynamic pressure (the driving 
force) between the gas in front and of behind it. This liquid mass covers the whole 
cross-section of the pipe. The shape of the slug constitutes a front (Region 1-2), body 
(Region 2-3), and a tail (Region 3-4), as shown in Figure 5-1. The arrangement of the 

non-invasive ultrasonic sensors is presented in Figure 5-2. 

Figure 5-1: Slug Regions 

l)i. annctrical I nstaI Lit loll Diametrical Installation 

of Non-invasive Ultrasonic Sensors of Non-invasive Ultrasonic Sensors 
Pair 1 Pair 2 

Figure 5-2: Measuring Section with Ultrasonic Transducers and Conductivity Probes 

Installing the ultrasonic transducers diametrically ensures that the slug body is captured 
and discriminated from the film region. Typical signals through the body and film zones 
are as shown in Figures 5-3. 
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Figure 5-3: Non-Invasive Ultrasonic Discriminations for Slug Regions 

5.2 Slug Frequency Measurements 

In this work, the slug frequency (u) was measured by non-invasive ultrasonic techniques 

and the measured values of frequency were validated against the conductivity probe C(c) 

measurements and compared with the correlations from Gregory and Scott (1969), 
Azzopardi (1997) and Fossa et al. (2003). 

The practical method of measuring the slug frequency is by obtaining the number of 
slugs counted in a given time interval. When the threshold value of the liquid holdup is 
above a given value, a slug is considered to be established. 

The threshold was setup in order to discriminate between the wave passing and slug 
passing. From statistical analysis applied on the conductivity probe signals under slug 
flow, Nydal et al. (1992) reported threshold liquid holdup values ranged from 0.42 to 
0.7. 

For the ultrasonic signals, the geometrical threshold value was setup based on the 
ultrasonic transducers positioned on the outside diameter of the pipe. In this work, the 
sensors were installed diametrically; therefore the geometrical threshold was setup at 
0.5. However, the threshold was setup at 0.7 for the conditioning modulated ultrasonic 
signals and conductivity signals during the slug body and film zone length analysis. 

The slug frequency measurements by both non-invasive ultrasonic technique and 
conductivity probe C(c) were collected at L /d = 255 downstream from the mixing point. 
Several tests were performed at various superficial liquid velocities keeping superficial 
gas velocity constant as listed in Table 5-1. 
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Table 5-1: Slug Frequency Test Conditions 

Tests Conducted VSG (MS-) VSL ms" 
Test 1 0.8 0.3 
Test 2 0.8 0.5 
Test 3 0.8 0.8 
Test 4 0.8 0.9 
Test 5 0.8 1.0 

The aim of this chosen set of tests was to study the effect of the changes of the 
superficial liquid velocities on the measured values of slug frequency at a constant 
superficial gas velocity as shown in Figures 5-4,5-5,5-6,5-7, and 5-8. Also the 
measured values of slug frequency were investigated at a fixed value of superficial 
liquid velocity and at various values of superficial gas velocities as listed in Table 5-2 
and presented in Figures 5-9,5-10, and 5-11. 

Table 5-2: Slug Frequency Measured at Fixed Superficial Liquid Velocity 

Tests Conducted Vsi_ ms VSG ms 
Test 1 0.5 0.6 
Test 2 0.5 0.8 
Test 3 0.5 1.25 
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Figure 5-4: Slug Detection at (VSG= 0.8 ms-I and VSG=0.3 ms') 
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Figure 5-5: Slugs Detection at (VSG= 0.8 ms -1 and VsL=0.477 ms"I ) 
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Figure 5-6: Slug Detection at (VsG= 0.8 ms-1, and VS1, =0.73 ms-1) 
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Based on the range of tests performed under different flow conditions, it was found 
from the results of the slug frequency presented from Figure 5-5 to Figure 5-8 that the 
slug frequency shows a very strong dependence on superficial liquid velocity. However 
from Figure 5-9 to Figure 5-11, the slug frequency increases only slightly with the 
increase of the superficial gas velocity. 

In this work, the slug frequency measure by a non-invasive ultrasonic method was 
compared with the slug frequency correlation developed by Azzopardi, (1997) and 
Fossa et al. (2003) and was validated against the conductivity probe measurements. 

This method is based on validating the slug frequency in term of the Strouhal number: 

St=yxD (5.1) VSG 

In this case the slug frequencies measured were plotted in terms of the Strouhal number 
against the liquid volumetric fraction XL. 

Fossa et al. (2003) developed an empirical correlation for Strouhal number based on 
experimental investigations. The study refers to air-water horizontal flows in 60 and 40 
mm inner-diameter pipes. The operating tests conditions range from (0.3-4.0 ms-1, and 
0.6-3.0 ms-1) for gas and liquid superficial velocity respectively. Intermittent flows 
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(plug and slug) were observed. The slug frequency equation was developed by Fossa et 
al. (2003) is given as: 

vxD AXXL St(Fossa) _ 
VSG I+ BX XL +CX (XL )2 (5.2) 

where 
A= 0.044, B= -1.71, and C=0.70 and 
XL is the liquid volumetric fraction and is given as XL=VsL/Vm; x. 

The slug frequency equation was developed by Gregory and Scott (1969) is given as: 

V 
výegory= 0.0226< S` X 

(I`19.75 
+ V. 

12 

(5.3) 
gd Vmix 

Figure 5-12 presents the comparison of Strouhal number obtained in the present work 
with that obtained from the empirical correlations developed by Fossa et al. (2003), and 
Gregory and Scott (1969) and the following conclusions were made: 

" The slug frequency expressed in terms of Strouhal number in this work exhibits 
the same trends as that obtained by Fossa et al. (2003) and Gregory and Scott 
(1969). 

" From this data it is clear that slug frequency values increases by increasing the 
superficial liquid velocity. 

" The correlation of Gregory and Scott (1969) shows good agreement with the 
data obtained in this work. 

" The correlation of Fossa et al. (2003) provides a good match to the present work 
data, however, beyond 0.57 liquid volumetric fractions, the difference increases 
marginally. This probably because the constants (A, B and C) in Fossa et al. 
(2003) correlation were based on his own experimental data. 
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Figure 5-12: Strouhal Number vs. Liquid Volumetric Fraction 

5.3 Slug Translational Velocity Measurements 

The ultrasonic cross-correlation technique is an attractive approach to measure the slug 
translational velocity because it can be non-intrusive or non-invasive and does not 
require information of the speed of sound of the fluid. Cross-correlation technique was 
applied to the signals from two pairs of ultrasonic transducer installed apart to calculate 
the slug translational velocity, VT. 

To validate the slug translational velocity determined by ultrasonic technique, the cross- 
correlation technique was also applied to the signals from the two conductivity probes 
C(c) and C (D) as shown in Figure 5-13. 

. 
Two upstream and two downstream ultrasonic transducers with 1 MHz frequency were 

installed in the pipeline with a known spacing L (1J) = 0.18 m. The two conditioned 
modulated received ultrasonic signals were cross-correlated according to the following 

equation: 

R, =T 
Jx(t 

- tr)y(t) dt (5.4) 
0 

where 
R, is the cross correlation function, 
T is extraction duration and 
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x(t-r) and y(t) are the two ultrasonic signals at time (t-t) and (t)respectively. The time 
delay z(u) are when the value of Rxy was at maximum. The slug translational velocity is 
determined by: 

LM 
VTM = (5.5) 

t(U) 

where 
VT(u) is the slug translational velocity measured by ultrasonic technique, 

L(u) is the known separation distance between the two-pair of ultrasonic transducer and 
T(u) is the time delay obtained by cross-correlation technique between the two ultrasonic 
signals. 

For validation purpose, the slug translational velocity was also obtained by correlating 
the signals of conductivity probes C(c) and C (D) as given by: 

VT(C-D) _ 
L(c-D) 
T(C_D) (5.6) 

where 
VT(C. D) is the slug translational velocity determined from the conductivity probes C(C) 
and C (D), 
L(C. D) is the known separation distance between the two conductivity probes C(c) and C 

(D) and 

i(U) is the time delay obtained by cross-correlation technique between two conductivity 
probes C(c) and C (D). 
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Figure 5-13: Arrangement of the Ultrasonic Transducers and Conductivity Probes 

Figures 5-14,5-15 and 5-16 show the upstream and downstream modulated received 
ultrasonic signals at different flow conditions. The ultrasonic signals follow the same 
pattern which duplicated the slugs shape. 
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Figure 5-14: Modulated received Ultrasonic Signals at VS1, =0.3 ms-1, Vs(; = 1.06 ms-1 
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Figure 5-15: Modulated received Ultrasonic Signals at VsL=0.5 ms-1, VsG= 0.8 ms-I 
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Figure 5-16: Modulated received Ultrasonic Signals at Vsl. =0.7 ms-I, Vs(= 1.51 ms -I 

To cross correlate the upstream and downstream modulated ultrasonic signals the 
ultrasonic sign als envelope must be extracted as shown in Figures 5-17 and 5-18. The 
subroutine "xc orrel" was written using Matlab version 7.1 for the analysis. 
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The ultrasonic signals envelop was obtained using the signal conditioning unit as 
described in Section 4.1.2.2.2. By extracting the ultrasonic signal envelop the edge in 
the signal for each slug becomes clearer and then the cross-correlation technique can be 
accurately applied. 
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Figure 5-17: Ultrasonic Signals Envelop at VsL=0.5 MS- 1, VSG= 1.01 ms 
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Figure 5-18: Ultrasonic Signals Envelop at Vsl. =0.7 ms-1, VSG= 1.02 ms-' 

To validate the slug translational velocity measured by non-invasive ultrasonic 
technique, cross-correlation technique was also applied on the conduc tivity probes C(c) 
and C (D) signals as shown in Figure 5-19. 
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The standard deviation (95.4% confidence (±2a)) of the slug translational velocities 
measured by ultrasonic techniques was ±2.939., see Appendix A Figure 5-20 represents 
the validation of slug translational velocity VT (U) measured by ultrasonic technique with 
the conductivity measurements technique VT(C D)- 
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Figure 5-20: Conductivity Measurements vs. Ultrasonic Measurements 
From the comparison between the non-invasive ultrasonic and conductivity techniques, 
it was found that the relative percentage error range from 2.9% up to 13.6%. 

5.4 Slug Body Length and Film Region Length Measurements 
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To obtain the slug length distributions, the time of the slug passing must be measured. 
The width of the conditioning modulated ultrasonic signal gives the time of the slug 
body passage tsl�g. 

The slug body passing time tsi�g and the film region time tFilm were measured by means 
of applying the threshold level processing on the conditioned modulated ultrasonic 
signals using Matlab 7.1. The operating principle of the threshold level processing 
method is summarised as follows: 

" First of all, the ultrasonic signal is normalised. 

" The normalised ultrasonic signal data was scanned point-by-point, and the 
positions at which the threshold level processing was crossed were stored. 
Threshold level, 0, was obtained based on the following factors as recommended 
by Stewart (2001) and Nydal et al. (1992): 

1. The threshold level, 0, should be as high as possible to ensure that only 
the slug body is identified and not the rising or falling edges (0.7). 

2. The threshold level, 0, should not be too high; otherwise the slug body is 
not identified at all. 

3. As results, the best way to optimise 0 is by a trial and error process in 
order to obtain good results for both conductivity signal and conditioned 
modulated ultrasonic signals. 

4. Based on their experimental analysis on the slug body holdup obtained 
from the conductivity measurements, Stewart (2001) and Fossa et al. 
(2003) suggested the value of 0 to be between 0.42 and 0.8. However, 
the authors recommended that the value of 0 should be reduced at large 
gas superficial velocities since the slug body liquid holdup Eis decreases. 

" The difference in time between successive crossings (falling edge of the first 
successive passing slug and rising edge of second successive passing slug) is 
considered to be the time duration of the film region passing t (Film) as shown in 
Figure 5-21. 

In the Figure 5-21 at test conditions of VSL=0.4 ms" and VSG=0.8 ms-1, the slug body 
passing time (tsl�g(u)) and the film region passing time t Film(U) were computed using 
threshold level analysis. 

It is clear from this figure, the successful discrimination within the slug unit between the 
slug body and film region, also between the slug passing and wave passing. 
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Figure 5-21: Threshold Level Analysis applied on the Normalised Ultrasonic 
Signal 

" The average slug length then calculated from the given equation: 

L(su) = tsiug(u) X VT() and L(FU) = tFilm (U) X VT(U) (5.7) 

where 
L(su) is the average slug length , 
tslu6(u) is the average slug body passing time, 

L(FU) is the average film region length, 

tFilm (U) is the average film region passing time and 

VT(u) is the average slug translational velocity determined by non-invasive ultrasonic 
technique 

The total average length of the slug unit is given as: 

L(U)(u) = L(su) + L(I. u) (5.8) 

At Vsi_=0.5 ms-' and VsG=0.8 ms-1 test, the time of the passing of the slug body tsius (U) 
measured by non-invasive ultrasonic is presented in Figure 5-22. 
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At the same test condition, the time of the passing of the film region tt: ilm (tj) is shown in 
Figure 5-23. 

The lengths of slug body and film region obtained from equation (5.7) are illustrated in 
Figures 5-24 and 5-25. 
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Figure 5-22: Slug body Passing Time Measurements Ultrasonically 
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Figure 5-24: Slug body Lengths Measurements by Ultrasonic Technique for VSL=0.5 
ms -1 and VSG=0.8 ms-t 
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Figure 5-25: Film Regions Length Measurements by Ultrasonic Technique for Vsi, =0.5 
ms-I and Vs(; =0.8 ms-1 

The average slug length data for different experimental campaigns is presented in 
Figure 5-26. The average slug length data appears to be reasonably independent of the 
superficial gas velocities as stated by Nydal (1992). The standard deviation with 95.4% 
confidence (±2(; ) of the slug bodies which were measured by ultrasonic techniques was 
±2.41%, see Appendix A. The average slug length obtained by non-invasive ultrasonic 
technique was around 16 diameters (or 0.8 m) as shown in Figure 5-27. 
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Figure 5-26: Slug Bodies Length by Ultrasonic Technique 
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Figure 5-27: Dimensionless Slug Length vs. Superficial Gas Velocity 

The average slug body lengths obtained by non-invasive ultrasonic technique was 
approximately (16d) and it is within the range of slug lengths reported by Dukler and 
Hubbard (1975) and Nicholson ei al. (1978) of (12d-30d). 
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The model of Dukler et al. (1985) indicates that a minimum stable slug length for 
horizontal flow is approximately (8d). 

In Figure 5-28 the measured film region length by non-invasive ultrasonic technique is 

plotted against the gas superficial velocity for the experimental tests at different 
superficial liquid velocities. 

The film region length, LF, increased as the superficial gas velocities increased. 
Manolis (1995) also reported similar findings for a "3-inch" horizontal pipe under slug 
conditions. 

By adopting the same threshold level analysis technique on conductivity probe C(c), the 
slug body length and film region length were extracted. 

In Figure 5-29, the threshold level analysis applied on the conductivity probe C(c) is 
presented. The slug lengths and film region lengths measured by the conductivity probe 
C(c) at VsL=0.5 ms-1 and VSG=0.8 ms-1 test condition are shown in Figures 5-30 and 5- 
31. 

The average slug lengths obtained by the conductivity probe technique has 
approximately (17d) and it is within the range of slug lengths of (12d-30d) reported by 
Dukelr and Hubbard (1975) and Nicholson et al. (1978). 
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Figure 5-31: Film Regions Lengths Measurements by Conductivity Sensor C(c) VsL=0.5 

MS-1, VSG=0.8 ms-1 

The measurements of the non-invasive ultrasonic technique for slug length achieved 
good agreement with the non-intrusive conductivity technique with percentage error 
ranged from 3.77 % to 10% as is presented in Figure 5-32. 

2.5 
  (This Work) Ultrasonic Slug Length 

Measurements 

 Conductivity Slug Length Measurements 

Figure 5-32: Ultrasonic Slug Body Length Measurements Comparison with 
Conductivity Measurements 
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5.5 Slug Body and Film Region Liquid Holdup Measurements 

The slug body liquid holdup and film liquid holdup were deduced from the non- 
intrusive ultrasonic pulse-echo mode system as explained previously in section 4.1.2.3. 

The system consists of an ultrasonic pulser-receiver which was used to excite the 
ultrasonic transducer (2.25 MHz), to receive and amplify the reflected signals and an 
electronic circuit to measure the time of transmitted and reflected ultrasound wave in 
liquid phase. 

The liquid holdup measurements were validated against the non-intrusive conductivity 
probe and compared with correlations from the literature, see Figure 5-33. 

Figure 5-33: Ultrasonic and Conductivity for Liquid Holdup Measurements 

Figure 5-34 shows the liquid holdup measurements by both the non-intrusive ultrasonic 
and conductivity techniques at VSL= 0.5 ms"' and Vs(= 1.25ms-1. In this figure it can be 
seen that the slug body and film region trace by non-intrusive ultrasonic measurements 
follow the same trend as the one by the conductivity probe. 

However, at the slug body tail, fluctuations of ultrasonic signal are present. These 
fluctuations were caused by the scatter of the reflections of the transmitted ultrasonic 
signals at the tail of the slug as the liquid surface was not horizontal to the pipe wall. . 
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Figure 5-34: Liquid Holdup Measurements at (VsL=0.5 ms-1, Vs(; =1.25ms"I) 

Liquid heights in both the slug body, h(, s(Lj), and the film region, hLF((, ), were firstly 
inferred from the analogue voltage of the non-intrusive ultrasonic electronic circuit as 
given in the following equations: 

hLSN) = 
V(U) - V(UXmin) 

xd, hLF(U) - 
V(U) - V(Uxmin) 

xd (5.9) V(U)(inax) 
- 

V(Uxmin) Y(U)(max) 
- 

V(Uxnun) 

The slug body liquid holdup and film region liquid holdup were then obtained from the 
equations (5.10) and (5.11) respectively: 

Ix 
-cos_. 2x 

hLs't 
-1 +2x 

hLs(u) 
-1 x 1- x 

hýsýuý 
-1 Eýsýuý =ddd (5.10) 

1I hIF(U)U2x J_1]+[2x11 J_i]xi 

- 2x1 l(U) =x -cos ddd 

]2 

(5.11)] 
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In the slug body, the liquid holdup becomes less than unity at high superficial gas 
velocities since gas is entrained in the slug body and tends to concentrate near the top of 
the pipe (King et al. 1997). 

Figure 5-35 presents the validations of the ultrasonic slug body liquid holdup 
measurements against the conductivity measurements; where it is obvious that the slug 
body liquid holdup measurements by ultrasonic techniques give satisfactory results in to 
comparison the conductivity technique measurements and the relative error was mostly 
within a range of 0.162% to 5% and with standard deviation of ±0.1 %as presented in 
Appendix A. 

In Figure 5-36, the slug body liquid holdup measurements by ultrasonic were compared 
with a set of correlations from literature including Gregory et al. (1978), Malnes (1979) 
and Paglianti et al. (1993). These correlations are given as: 

1 
Gregory et al. (1978) EL _ 1.39 ýV°"X 

J 
(5.12) 

8.66 

Malnes (1979) ELS =1- 
V""X 

and CM = 83 x 
g6 y 

/5.13 CM + Vmix PL l) 

Paglianti et al. (1993) E= 

1+ FrZ 

1x 

Bö 'Z 
2 (5.14) 

625 

where Fr is Froude number defined as: 

Fr = 
umfix 

(5.15) 
gd 

and Bo is Bond number defined as: 

Bo="<<'1 
2 

(5.16) 
a 

The correlation of Greogry et al. (1978) performs the best against the data set, see Table 
5-3, although all correlations have comparable performance. The correlation of Malnes 
(1983) being slightly less accurate. This is probably because the correlation was based 
on modified interpretation of the data of Greogry et al. (1978). However, the correlation 
of Paglianti et al. (1993) performs the worst with a standard deviation of 15.17 %, and 
this is probably due to the value of the coefficients A and ß in Paglianti et al. (1993) 
correlation. 
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Table 5-3: Statistical Results of Ultrasonic Slug Body Holdup Measurements 
Performance 

Correlations Average Percentage Error Standard Deviation 
Gregory et al. (1978) -0.515% ±3.29% 

Malnes (1983) -1.978% ±12.66% 
Paglianti et al. (1993) -2.371% ±15.17% 

The film liquid holdup was measured using conductivity ring electrodes under slug flow 
conditions at different gas and liquid superficial velocities by Stewart (2001). He 
stated, based on experimental investigations that the film liquid holdup reduced as the 
gas superficial velocities increase. 

In Figure 5-37, the film liquid holdup measurements by non-intrusive ultrasonic under 
different slug conditions and the one obtained by Stewart (2001) are presented. It is 
clear from this figure that the film liquid holdup measured by ultrasonic technique 
decreased as the superficial gas velocities increased. 

The film liquid holdup which was measured by non-intrusive ultrasonic technique has 
standard deviation off 0.1 % with 95.4% confidence as presented in appendix A. 

Conductivity probe measurements were used to validate the ultrasonic film liquid 
holdup measurements as is shown in Figure 5-38. 

It is found that the film liquid holdup relative error is of the order of 1.14 % at low 
superficial gas velocity; however, at higher superficial gas velocity the error increases 
upto5%. 
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Figure 5-37: Ultrasonic Film Liquid Holdup Measurements 
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Figure 5-38: Ultrasonic Film Liquid Holdup Measurements Validations with 
Conductivity Measurements 

5.6 Slip Ratio and Coefficient Co, and Drift Velocity Vd 

There is considerably less data available for the slip parameter s, due to the difficulty in 
its measurements. Dukler and Hubbard (1975) proposed that the gas and liquid phases 
in the slug body are a homogenous mixture, therefore (s=1). In this work, we also 
considered that the phases in slug body are a homogenous mixture. 

The parameter, C0, in the translational velocity equation (5.17) is a distribution 
coefficient related to the velocity profiles in dispersed systems. It may be closely 
approximated by the ratio of the maximum to the mean velocity in the liquid ahead of 
the bubble. 

VT = C. V. 
is 

+ Vd (5.17) 

From various expressions found in the literature, the coefficients C,, and Vd can be 
expressed through the following general expression: 

Co = Co (Fr, Res, 6, co) 
Vd = Vd(Fr, Res, ß, Sp) 

where 
cp is the pipe inclination, 

(5.18) 
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ß is the surface tension, 
Fr is a Froude number and is given as: 

Fr=V 
Vd 

(5.19) V 

and Res is the slug Reynolds number defined by: 

Res = 
P' mix 1 

(5.20) 

In the present work, a correlation for the motion of the elongated gas bubble based on a 
linear fit to experimental data was developed. The data of slug translational velocity 
measured by ultrasonic technique is plotted versus the mixture velocity in Figure 5-39. 
The values of the slug translational velocities increase by increasing the gas and liquid 
flowrates. 

However in order to extract the coefficients Co and Vd from the slug translational 
velocities data, Ferre (1979) and Bendiksen (1984) plotted Froude number for mixture 
velocity versus slug translational velocity as is presented in Figure 5-40. Based on the 
value of Froude number, three groups of data are identified and listed as following: 

Group Froude Number Values Range 
Grou #1 Fr <2 
Group#2 2< Fr <4 
Group#3 Fr> 4 

Based on mixture Froude number analysis, the coefficients Co, and drift velocity Vd 
obtained for each group based on a linear fit to group data (Figure 5-41). From Figure 5- 
41, correlations for slug translational velocity for each group is obtained and is given as: 

Group 1: VT= 1.14 IVmjx + 0.2017 
Group 2: VT= 1.1891Vmix + 0.0285 (5.21) 
Group 3: VT= 1.2064Vmix 

Therefore the values of the coefficients Co, and drift velocity Vd are given in equation 
(5.22): 

Co =1.141 Vd = 0.2017 

Co =1.1891 Vd = 0.0285 

Co =1.2064 Vd =0 

FrM <2 
2: 5 FrM <4 (5.22) 

FrM z4 
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5.7 Summary 

In this work, the slug characteristics measurements are of importance in order to achieve 
the final two-phase gas/liquid volumetric flowrates by implementing the slug closure 
model developed and presented in Chapter 3. 

The measurements of the slug characteristics were achieved by using non-invasive and 
non-intrusive ultrasonic techniques. The slug characteristics measured were slug 
frequency, slug translational velocity, slug body length, film region length, slug body 
liquid holdup and film liquid holdup. 

To extract the slug parameters, different analysing techniques were applied including, 
signal cross-correlation for slug translational velocity measurements, threshold level 
analysis for slug body and film region passing time.. 

The slug characteristics measured by non-invasive and non-intrusive ultrasonic 
techniques were compared with the slug characteristics measurements by conductivity 
probes and with a number of correlations from the literature. The performance 
assessment of the non-invasive and non-intrusive ultrasonic techniques for slug 
characteristics measurements are summarised in the following: 

" The slug frequency increases rapidly from 0.13 Hz to 1.5 Hz with the superficial 
liquid velocity Vsi,. though it changes only modestly with the superficial gas 
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velocity VsG. Based on the Strouhal number analysis, Gregory and Scott (1969) 
correlation provides a good match to the present data. 

" The slug translational velocity percentage error is of the order of 2.3 % to 18 % 
for the full range of test conditions and with standard deviation of ±2.9%. 

" The average slug length obtained by ultrasonic is around 16d, comparing to 17d 
average slug length obtained by conductivity measurements with standard 
deviation off 2.5%. 

" The slug body liquid holdup measurements by ultrasonic techniques give 
satisfactory results in comparison with the conductivity technique 
measurements, and the relative error was mostly within 0.162 %. The correlation 
of Greogry et al. (1978) performs the best against the data of this work. 

" The film liquid holdup measured by ultrasonic technique decreased as the 
superficial gas velocities increased. The film liquid holdup relative error is of the 
order of 1.14 % at low superficial gas velocity, however, at higher superficial 
gas velocity the error increases up to 5 %. 

" The coefficients Co and Vd were extracted from the data based on the Froude 
number analysis proposed by Ferre (1979) and Bendiksen (1984). The values of 
flow profile Co lied within the range 0.98-1.5 also reported discussed by Hale 
(2000). 
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Ghapter 

Ultrasonic Multiphase Metering 
Performance Assessment 

The ultrasonic multiphase flow metering concept developed in this work was assessed 
for a two-phase air/water system under slug flow conditions. The operating principle of 
the developed ultrasonic multiphase flowmeter is presented in section 6.1. 

Section 6.2 describes the experimental investigations conducted in this work on a 
commercial clamp-on transit time ultrasonic flowmeter and discusses the operational 
limitations of this flowmeter under slug flow conditions. 

In section 6.3, the concept of the slug closure model, the data acquisition system and 
software code to obtain the gas and liquid phase volumetric flowrates are presented. 

Section 6.4 presents the performance assessment of ultrasonic multiphase flowmeter. 
The assessment procedures include assessment of the error of slug characteristics 
measurements, the slug closure model factors (K1 (Liquid), K2 (Liquid), K3 (Gas) and K4 (Gas)) 
and the error of the measurements prediction for the flowmeter using reference 
flowmeters. 

Section 6.5 compared the performance errors of the developed ultrasonic multiphase 
flowmeter with the industrial requirements. Finally, the chapter summary is presented 
in section 6.6 
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6.1 Introduction 

As discussed in Chapter 3, a slug closure model has been developed. The slug 
characteristics obtained by non-invasive and non-intrusive ultrasönic techniques 
(discussed in chapter 5) form inputs to this model. Using these inputs, the slug closure 
model calculates the factors Kl (Liquid), K2 (Liquid), K3 (Gas) and K4 (Gas). 

These factors are a function of the slip ratio in the slug body, flow profile CO, drift 
velocity Vd, slug body liquid holdup, gas void fraction in slug body, slug length, film 
length, and the total length of the slug unit. From these factors and the slug translational 
velocity, the slug closure model calculates the gas and liquid phase volumetric 
flowrates. 

6.2 Ultrasonic Multiphase Flowmetering Concept 

The operation system of the ultrasonic multiphase flowmetering concept developed in 
this work consists of slug closure model, data acquisition system and software to extract 
slug characteristics measurements and Matlab codes to calculate the gas and liquid 
phase volumetric flowrates. This system is schematically presented in Figure 6-1. 

Initially, the raw signals from the non-invasive ultrasonic sensors were filtered, 
amplified and positive full wave rectified in the signal conditioning unit and were sent 
to the data acquisition system. The signals from non-intrusive ultrasonic sensors were 
sent through the time elapsed measurement unit and then to the data acquisition system. 
Conductivity probes output was also sent to the data acquisition system for the 
comparison 

The data acquisition system, which is shown in Figure 6-2, consists of the following 
components: 

"A BNC-2090 connector board (National Instruments) interfaces the raw signals 
from non-invasive and non-intrusive ultrasonic sensors as well as conductivity 
probes using BNC coaxial cables. 

"A standard PC system (1.7GHz Dell PC) with 10 GB hard disk and 520 Mb of 
RAM. 

" An AT-M10 data acquisition (DAQ) card to digitise the analogue data from 
each channel output from BNC-2090. This card samples the input data to 16-bit 
accuracy, at frequencies of up to 20 KHz. 

Data acquisition software, written in the graphical programming language Labview 
`Virtual Instrument' 6.2 Version (National Instruments). As each test run may result a 
considerable amount of data to be generated, this software is designed to write data 
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continuously to the computer hard disk and save them as txt file so it can be read by the 
Matlab. 

--------------------------------------------------- 
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Figure 6-1: Schematic Diagram of Ultrasonic Multiphase Concept 
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Figure 6-2: Data Acquisition Unit in Two-Phase Air/Water Facility 

The data analysis was done using a set of software codes generated in Matlab which 
involved format conversion, threshold level analysis and cross-correlation process. The 
parameters extracted using Matlab codes were the average slug characteristics, 
including slug translational velocity , VT, slug length Ls, film zone length , L1:. slug body 
holdup , E1, s, and film liquid holdup ELF. 

In order to obtain the gas and liquid phase volumetric flowrates from the slug closure 
model equations, the factors KI(Ljquid), K2(Gas), K3([. iquid) and K. i(Ga, ) must be calculated. 
Therefore, the coefficients, C,,, and , 

Vd, were derived based on slug translational 
velocities V 1-, and mixture velocities V,,, i,, data. The gas and liquid flowrates obtained 
using this metering concept was validated with the reference gas and liquid phase 
measurements. 

The concept of the slug closure model developed in this work is schematically presented 
in Figure 6-3. The input parameters for this model are the slug characteristics and the 
outputs results are the gas and liquid phase volumetric flowrates. 
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Figure 6-3: Schematic Diagram of the Concept of Ultrasonic Flowmeter 

6.3 Performance of Ultrasonic Multiphase Metering Concept 

The two-phase gas/liquid slug flow conditions tests campaigns performed in order to 
test the concept of the ultrasonic multiphase developed in this work are listed in Table 1 
in Appendix A. These tests covered the range of 0.3-1.03 ms' and 0.6-3.0 ms-1 
superficial liquid and gas velocities respectively as is presented in Figure 6-4. 
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Figure 6-4: Two-Phase Water/Air Experimental Campaigns Flow Map 
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These tests range concentrates upon the slug flow conditions. Test phases were air 
(density 1.2 kg m-3, viscosity 1.8 x 10-5 kg ms I at 20 °C and atmospheric pressure) and 
water (density 998.2067 kg m-3, viscosity 9.772 x 10-4 kg ms-1). The tests matrix 
covered the following slug flow points: 

VSL E {0.3,0.5,0.73,0.93,1.03} 
VSG E {0.63,0.84,1.05,1.26,1.54,1.76,2.11,2.47,2.95,3.15} 

6.3.1 Model Factors K, (Liquid), 
K2 

(Liquid), K3 (Gas) and K4 (Gas) 

The values of the factors K1 (Liquid), K2 (Liquid), K3 (Gas) and K4 (Gas) were obtained at 
different slug flow conditions as presented in Table 3 in Appendix A. These factors are 
calculated based on the slug body liquid holdup, slug length, film length, coefficients 
Co, Vd and the slip ratio. The factors KI (Liquid) and K3 (Gas) are given in equation (6.1): 

KI(Liquid) __ 
ELS 

Co 
CELS 

+C1-ELSJsJ' 

(1-ELS)s 
K3ýcas) 

Co[ELS +(1-ELS)sJ 

where ELS is the slug body liquid holdup and s is the slip ratio with the slug body. 

These factors are function of slug body holdup, gas void fraction in slug body, flow 
profile, Co, and slip ratio between the gas and liquid phases in the slug body. In Figure 
6-5, the factors are plotted against the mixture velocity. 
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Figure 6-5: Slug Closure Model Factors KI (Liquid) and K3(Gas)versus Mixture Velocity 
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It can be seen from Figure 6-5 that the values of the K, (Liquid) decreases with increasing 
the mixture velocity. This is probably due to the increase of the gas void fractions in the 
slug body as is shown in Figure 6-6. 

However, as the mixture velocity increases, the K3 (Gas) factor strongly increases because 
of the increase of the gas void fraction values in the slug body. 

The K, (Liquid) factor behaves similarly when it is plotted against the water flowrates 
obtained by slug closure model in Figure 6-7, therefore, it can be concluded that the 
factor K1(Liquid) is dominated by the values of the slug body liquid holdup. 

However, the K3 (Gas) is basically dominated by the value of the gas void fraction within 
the slug body as is shown in Figure 6-8, where the variation of the gas flowrates 
obtained by slug closure model with K3 (Gas) is presented. 
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Figure 6-6: Slug Closure Model Factors K1 (Liquid) and K3 (Gas) versus GVF 

The factors K2 (Liquid) and K4 (Gas) are given in equation (6.2): 

(ELF 
-ELS)LF K2(Liquid) 

-L 

u 

K4(Gas) _ 

(ELF 
- 

ELS)LF 

U 

where 
ELF is the average liquid film holdup, 
El, s is the slug body liquid holdup, LF is the film zone length and 
L1; is the total length of the slug unit. 

(6.2) 
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Figure 6-7: Water Flowrates by Slug Closure Model vs. K1 (Liquid) Factor 
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The factors K2 (Liquid) and K4 «; ass are equal and they are function of the film length, total 
slug unit length, slug body liquid holdup and average liquid film holdup in the film 
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region. The values of these factors are negative and that is due to the dominated values 
of the slug body liquid holdup. 

However, the values of these factors increase with increasing the water flowrates 
obtained by the slug closure model mainly due to the increase of the gas void fractions 
in the slug body and decrease of the slug body liquid holdup and also due to the increase 
of the film region length (Manolis, 1995), which is shown in Figure 6-9. 

Figure 6-9: Water Flowrates by Slug Closure Model vs. K2 (Liquid), K4 (oas) Factors 

6.3.2 Assessment of the Ultrasonic Multiphase Metering Concept 

The proposed ultrasonic multiphase flowmetering concept for the gas and liquid 
volumetric flowrates measurements performance is determined by examining the 
relative prediction errors following two methods: 

Validate the proposed ultrasonic flowmetering system performance using 
reference flowmeters (electromagnetic water flowmeter and air turbine 
flowmeter) by applying the equation (6.3): 

PE 
_ Liquid Phase 

gl. 
(Ultrasonic) 

gL(Reference) 
X100 

q 
L( Reference) 

(6.3) 

PEGasPhase 
_ 

QG(Ultrasonic) qG(Reference) 
X100 

q G(Reference) 

where PE is the percentage error. 
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2. The performance of the proposed ultrasonic flowmetering concept can be 
determined by assessing the slug closure model under different two-phase flow 
conditions for different pipe geometry. For this reason, different values of the 
coefficient Co (slug profile) and the drift velocity Vd were chosen from Stewart 
(2001), Nydal et al. (1992) and Manolis (1995) correlations and used in the slug 
closure model developed in this work 

6.3.2.1 Performance Assessment compared with Reference Flowmeters 

As explained in Chapter 4, the setup of the experimental facility, the individual phases 
(water and air) volumetric flowrates were metered before mixing with the second phase 
as shown in Figure 6-10. 

Inlet Gas 

Gas Flowmeter 

Mixing Inlet Water 
Phases Phase Water Flowmeter 

Gas/Water 
Slug Flow 

Ultrasonic Multiphase 
Flowmetering Concept 

Outlet 

Gas and Water Volumetric Flowrates Measurements 
Under Slug Flow Conditions 

Figure 6-10: Reference Flowmeters and the Proposed Ultrasonic Multiphase Metering 
Concept Schematic Diagram 

Table 4 in Appendix A displays the relative errors for the gas and liquid phase 
volumetric flowrates measured by the proposed ultrasonic multiphase metering system 
under slug flow conditions and the following trends are observed: 

In general, the error of the liquid phase volumetric flowrate exceeds the error in the gas 
phase, over most of the experimental test range. 
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The liquid and gas phase relative errors are the largest at low gas and low liquid 

superficial velocities (about 42% and 63 % respectively) as shown in Figures 6-11 and 
6-12. 
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Figure 6-11: Liquid Phase Relative Prediction Error 

For liquid phase error analysis at stage I (see Figure 6-11), increasing the gas superficial 
velocity causes the liquid phase prediction error to fall from an average value of -47 % 
and -15%. 

In stage 1, the slugs begin to develop and the gas bubbles changes from plug shape to 
slug shape with a very low percentage of bubbles in the liquid slug body. However by 
further increasing the gas superficial velocity, stage 2 (see Figure 6-11) a rise in the 
liquid phase relative error was observed for most of the test conditions. 

However, in this stage the error has a reverse relationship with the superficial liquid 
velocity. That means, at a fixed value of superficial gas velocity, the error reduces by 
increasing the superficial liquid velocity. This can be explained by the slug growth 
model presented by Hale (2000). In this model Hale stated, based on the experimental 
investigations, that increasing the superficial liquid velocity within slug flow conditions 
pushes the slug to reach its well developed state. 

In stage 3 (see Figure 6-11), after the slug passed from growth to developed state at 
stage 2, the liquid phase error reaches stable conditions apart from Campaign #5 (VsL= 
1.03 ms") where the flow is in transition mode from slug to bubbly flow. The error of 
the liquid phase in stage 3 ranges from 45.4 % at VSG= 0.3 ms -1 to 6.5 % at Vsi. = 0.9 ms- 
I 
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Figure 6-12 presents the same liquid phase percentage errors at different slug flow test 
conditions which were presented in Figure 6-11, but in three dimension plotting 
method. 
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Figure 6-12: 3Dimension Liquid Phase Relative Prediction Error 

Increasing the liquid superficial velocity towards bubbly flow conditions causes the gas 
phase relative error for most tests points to decrease from 42% to 22 %, (see Figure 6- 
13),. Increasing the gas phase superficial velocity causes the gas phase relative error to 
decrease considerably to 10 %. Figure 6-14 presents three dimensions plotting of the 
gas phase percentage errors which were presented in Figure 6-13. 
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Figure 6-14: 3Dimension Gas Phase Relative Prediction Error 

6.3.2.2 Performance Assessment Based on Co and Vd from Literature 

In order to assess the performance of the proposed ultrasonic multiphase flowmeter 
concept under different flow conditions, the ultrasonic metering system was tested 
against different values of Co and Vd from previous experimental work including 
Stewart (2001), Nydal et al. (1992) and Manolis (1995) as listed in Table 6-1. 

Table 6-1: Co and Vd values 

Reference Co Vd 

Stewart (2001) 1.29 1.09 

Manolis (1995) 1.033 (Fr < 2.86) 0.33 (Fr < 2.86) 

Manolis (1995) 1.216 (Fr > 2.86) 0.0 (Fr >2.86) 
Nydal et al (1995) 1.2 0.0 

This Work 1.14 (Fr < 2) 0.2017 (Fr < 2) 

This Work 1.1891 (2 < Fr < 4) 0.0285 (Fr < 2) 

This Work 1.206 (Fr >-4) 0.0 (Fr < 2) 

Based on the coefficients Co and Vd assessments, the following trends are observed: 

For the liquid phase, the values of gi, obtained from the slug closure model using CO and 
Vd coefficients from this work are in a good agreement with the that obtained using 
coefficients from Manolis (1995) and Nydal et al. (1992). 

This agreement holds good for the whole range of mixture velocity studied. It can be 
noticed that by increasing the superficial liquid velocity, the error decreases as shown in 
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Figure 6-15. However, using coefficients from Stewart (2001) in the slug closure model 
results into high errors in the range of 100% to 250% as shown in Figure 6-16. 
Obviously, this error range falls from (265 % to 165 %) to another level (145% to 
102%) by increasing the superficial liquid velocity from (0.3 to 0.7 ms-1). The high error 
of the liquid phase volumetric flowrate obtained from the slug closure model using 
Stewart (2001) Co and Vd coefficients, was a result of the high drift velocity value 
(Vd=1.09 ms -1) compared to the other researchers as listed in Table 6-1. 
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Ultrasonic Multiphase Metering Performance Assessment 

6.4 Summary 

In this chapter, an ultrasonic multiphase metering concept is proposed and assessed. The 
error assessments of the proposed ultrasonic metering system for the gas and liquid 
phase volumetric flowrates were performed by the determinations of the relative errors 
compared with the reference flowmeters. 

A considerable degree of success had been achieved for both gas and liquid phase 
volumetric flowrate. However, the overall industrial requirements were not achieved by 
the proposed ultrasonic metering for most test conditions. 
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Chapter 

Conclusions and Recommendations 
for Future Work 

7.1 Conclusions 

Multiphase flowmetering has been the centre of attention in the oil and gas industry. 
Because multiphase flowmeters do not use large volume separators, the response time 
of multiphase flowmeter is much faster than that of test separators. In addition to 
providing more temporal information than conventional well test systems, multiphase 
meters can also provide other real-time information such as water content. Such 
information allows rapid operator intervention and optimisation of production. 
However, multiphase flowmeter do not perform well during the production of 
intermittent slug due to the unpredictable nature of slug flow through its growth and 
dissipation process. The key objectives of this thesis were to: 

" Review of the multiphase metering systems. 

" Review of ultrasonic applications in multiphase flow measurement. 

" Development of a slug closure model to estimate the gas and liquid phase 
volumetric flowrates from slug flow parameters determined by ultrasonic 
sensors. 

" Measurement of the slug flow characteristics by non-invasive and non- 
intrusive ultrasonic sensors. 
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" Design and build a two-phase gas/liquid facility and its associated 
instrumentations to assess the performance of the proposed ultrasonic 
multiphase flowmetering concept under different two-phase gas/liquid slug 
flow conditions. 

Assessment of the performance of the proposed ultrasonic multiphase 
flowmetering concept. 

The thesis has demonstrated: 

> The implementation of the current ultrasonic measuring techniques under slug 
flows is difficult to achieve, due to the unpredictable and complicated nature of 
slug flow. as well as the disability of the current ultrasonic techniques to continue 
to function under this regime. Therefore, an approach based on combination of 
slug flow modelling and direct slug characteristics measurements by ultrasonic 
techniques was proposed in this work. 

>A slug closure model to infer the gas and liquid phase volumetric flowrates has 
been developed based on the "slug unit" model. 

> The proposed ultrasonic metering strategy was based on the combination of the 
non-invasive and non-intrusive ultrasonic sensors and the slug closure model to 
obtain the phase volumetric flowrates. The slug characteristics obtained by non- 
invasive and non-intrusive ultrasonic techniques form inputs to slug closure 
model. Using these inputs, the slug closure model calculates the factors K1 

(Liquid), K2 (Liquid), K3 (Gas) and K4 (Gas). These factors are a function of the slip ratio 
in the slug body, flow profile (Co), drift velocity (Vd), slug body liquid holdup, 
gas void fraction in slug body, slug length, film length, and the total length of 
the slug unit. From these factors and the slug translational velocity, the slug 
closure model calculates the gas and liquid phase volumetric flowrates 

> To extract the slug parameters, a range of analysing techniques were applied. 
These include, signal cross-correlation for slug translational velocity 
measurements and threshold level analysis for slug body passing time and film 
region passing time measurements. The slug characteristics measured by non- 
invasive and non-intrusive ultrasonic techniques were compared with the slug 
characteristics measurements by conductivity probes and with a number of 
correlations from the literature. 

> The slug characteristics measured were slug frequency, slug translational 
velocity, slug body length, film region length, slug body and film liquid holdup. 
The performance assessment of the non-invasive and non-intrusive ultrasonic 
techniques for slug characteristics measurements are summarised in the 
following: 

The slug frequency increases rapidly from 0.13 Hz to 1.5 biz with the 
superficial liquid velocity, VSG, but changes only marginally with the 
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superficial gas velocity VsG. Based on the Strouhal number analysis, the 
Gregory and Scott (1969) correlation provides a good match to the 
present data. 

For the translational velocity which was measured by non-invasive 
ultrasonic technique, percentage error is of the order of 2.3 % to 18 % for 
the full range of test conditions and with standard deviation of ±2.9%. 

  The average slug length obtained by ultrasonic is around 16d, compared 
to 17d average slug length obtained by conductivity measurements. The 
small difference in the slug length can be attributed to the difference in 
the pulse width and pulse shape of both signals. This affects the slug 
length predictions using threshold technique. 

  The slug body liquid holdup measurements by ultrasonic techniques give 
satisfactory results in comparison with the conductivity technique 
measurements, and the relative error was mostly within 0.162 %. 

  The film liquid holdup measured by ultrasonic technique decreased as 
the superficial gas velocities increased. At low superficial gas velocity, 
the film liquid holdup error is of the order of 1.14 % in comparison to the 
conductivity measurements, however, at higher superficial gas velocity 
the error increases up to 5 %. 

  The coefficients Co and Vd were extracted from the data based on the 
Froude number analysis proposed by Ferre (1979) and Bendiksen (1984). 
The values of flow profile Co is within the range 0.98-1.5 also reported 
discussed by Hale (2000). 

The proposed ultrasonic multiphase flowmetering concept was assessed using the two- 
phase gas/liquid flow under slug flow conditions. Gas-water slug flow data were 
gathered from the data acquisition system and processed through the software code for a 
range of superficial velocities VSL=0.3 to 1.03 ms'1 and V5G=0.6 to 3.01 ms''. Based on 
the relative error assessments performed for gas and liquid phase volumetric flowrates, 
the followings findings were made: 

> The performance of the proposed ultrasonic multiphase flowmeter system is 
seriously affected at low liquid and air flows in the region that the slugs were 
still developing. However, the performance improved and stabilised when slugs 
became well developed. 

> Under bubbly flow conditions VSL=1.03 ms" the performance of the ultrasonic 
multiphase flowmeter system did not stabilise and that demonstrated the 
limitation of this proposed meter under different flow conditions. 

> The gas and the liquid phase volumetric flowrates measurements by the 
proposed ultrasonic multiphase flowmetering concept, did not achieve the 
overall goal of a 5% relative error for the tests conditions. 
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The liquid phase percentage errors using the proposed ultrasonic metering 
concept were ranged from -63.6% to 45.4%. However, the gas phase percentage 
errors using the proposed ultrasonic metering concept were ranged from 42% to 

-14.6%. 

7.2 Future Work 

The present work attempted to develop an ultrasonic multiphase flowmetering system to 
measure the gas and liquid phase volumetric flowrates with better accuracy than the 
other multiphase flowmetring devices currently available in the market. The proposed 
ultrasonic multiphase metering concept presented in this work could measure the liquid 
with percentage errors ranged from -63.6% to 45.4% and the gas phase with percentage 
errors ranged from 42% to -14.6%. 

The overall goal of a 5% relative error metering for both phases was not achieved for 
the conditions tested. Therefore, further improvements to the proposed ultrasonic 
multiphase metering are required. The possible improvements are summarised as 
following: 

" Improve the performance of the ultrasonic multiphase flowmeter to function 
under different flow regime conditions including the stratified, bubble and 
annular flow regimes. This can be achieved by an additional array of non- 
intrusive ultrasonic sensors around the outside and along the length of the pipe 
to determine the parameters associated with each flow regime (Figure 7-1). 

  
-ýe iý ýý 
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Figure 7-1: Arrangement of Ultrasonic Transducers 

" Reduce the relative error in the gas and liquid phase volumetric flowrates to 
± 5% in compliance with the industrial requirement by improving the 
functionality of the data processing system by using Dedicated Ultrasonic Signal 
Control and Acquisition Processer (DUSCAP) which is associated with each 
transducer or transducer pair and act as central processor. 

" The central processor will have the task of combining and processing the 
information to give the best estimate of the phases flow rate, and phase fraction 
and other parameters. 
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Develop or implement extra instrumentation for the measurement of an oil 
phase, therefore completing the development of an ultrasonic multiphase 
flowmeter for three phase system. This can be achieved by using another gamma 
ray densitometer. 

" Improvement of the performance of the ultrasonic techniques in two-phase and 
multiphase gas/liquid flow can be achieved by changing the complex and 
unpredictable intermittent slug flow regime to stratified and stratified wavy flow 
using sudden expansion. 
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Appendix A 

Table 1: Slug Flow Test Conditions 

Sample Test 
Test# 

VSL 

(m -1) 
VSG 

( '') 
Vmix 

(ms') rate Duration GVF 
%) 

Flow 
R i s ms (Hz) (s) ( eg me 

1 0.30 0.60 0.90 500 180 60.12 SLUG 
2 0.30 0.80 1.10 500 180 66.78 SLUG 
3 0.30 1.00 1.40 500 180 71.53 SLUG 
4 0.30 1.48 1.78 500 180 78.81 SLUG 
5 0.30 1.75 2.37 500 180 83.90 SLUG 
6 0.30 2.07 2.78 500 180 86.17 SLUG 
7 0.30 3.01 3.31 500 180 88.32 SLUG 

8 0.50 0.62 1.12 500 180 56.52 SLUG 
9 0.50 0.83 1.33 500 180 63.36 SLUG 
10 0.50 1.03 1.53 500 180 68.43 SLUG 
11 0.50 1.52 2.02 500 180 76.07 SLUG 
12 0.50 1.77 2.27 500 180 78.79 SLUG 
13 0.50 2.07 2.57 500 180 81.26 SLUG 
14 0.50 2.67 3.17 500 180 84.86 SLUG 
15 0.50 3.15 3.65 500 180 86.84 SLUG 

16 0.73 0.63 1.36 500 180 46.28 SLUG 
17 0.73 0.84 1.57 500 180 53.38 SLUG 
18 0.73 1.05 1.78 500 180 58.90 SLUG 
19 0.73 1.26 1.99 500 180 63.28 SLUG 
20 0.73 1.54 2.27 500 180 67.86 SLUG 
21 0.73 1.76 2.49 500 180 70.67 SLUG 
22 0.73 2.11 2.84 500 180 74.30 SLUG 
23 0.73 2.47 3.20 500 180 77.15 SLUG 
24 0.73 2.95 3.68 500 180 80.16 SLUG 

25 0.93 0.62 1.55 500 180 40.00 SLUG 
26 0.93 0.82 1.75 500 180 46.80 SLUG 
27 0.93 1.01 1.94 500 180 52.01 SLUG 
28 0.93 1.26 2.19 500 180 57.55 SLUG 
39 0.93 1.49 2.42 500 180 61.60 SLUG 
30 0.93 2.07 3.00 500 180 68.97 SLUG 

31 1.03 0.82 1.85 500 180 44.08 Slug-Bubble 
32 1.03 1.00 2.03 500 180 49.27 Slug-Bubble 
33 1.03 2.02 3.05 500 180 66.15 Slug-Bubble 
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Table 2: Mean Values for Slug Characteristics Measurement by Ultrasonic 

VSL=0.3 (ms"1) 

Test# 
VSL 

(ms"1) 
VSG 

(ms-') 
VT 

(ms') 
ELS 

(-) 
ELF 

(-) 
LS 

(m) 
LF 

(m) 
v 

(liz) 

1 0.30 0.60 1.16±0.136 0.95±0.14 0.19 ±0.06 0.83±0.953 3.42±0.4 0.27 

2 0.30 0.80 1.56±0.493 0.94±0.12 0.28±0.14 0.66±0.683 9.72±1.16 0.15 
3 0.30 1.00 1.70±0.249 0.93±0.1 0.26±0.15 1.05±0.656 5.75±0.34 0.25 
4 0.30 1.48 1.88±0.409 0.89±0.1 0.24±0.12 0.90±0.66 7.55±2.11 0.22 
5 0.30 1.75 2.67±2.335 0.85±0.12 0.25±0.1 1.02±2.415 8.59±0.51 0.28 
6 0.30 2.07 3.10±2.939 0.82±0.16 0.28±0.2 0.83±1.807 9.51±0.34 0.30 
7 0.30 3.01 3.97±0.04 0.79±0.12 0.29±0.14 0.01±0.145 15.87±1.45 0.25 

VSL=0.5 (MS-) 

Test# 
VSL 

(ms") 
VSG 

(ms'') 
VT 

(ms"1) 
E' Ls ELF Ls 

(m) 
LF 
(m) 

v 
(Hz) 

8 0.50 0.62 1.62±0.271 0.95±0.04 0.24±0.16 1.09±1.564 2.97±0.35 0.40 

9 0.50 0.83 1.88±0.277 0.93±0.04 0.30±0.08 0.81±1.769 2.95±0.44 0.50 

10 0.50 1.03 1.96±0.251 0.92±0.04 0.28±0.1 0.11±1.737 4.24±0.61 0.45 

11 0.50 1.52 2.07±0.296 0.89±0.04 0.18±0.12 0.58±1.434 3.55±1.72 0.50 

12 0.50 1.77 2.37±0.445 0.87±0.06 0.29±0.08 0.63±1.187 4.64±0.09 0.45 

13 0.50 2.07 3.20±0.361 0.85±0.06 0.28±0.18 0.38±0.74 6.02±0.93 0.50 

14 0.50 2.67 3.21±1.486 0.80±0.18 0.20±0.06 0.91±1.609 4.94±0.43 0.55 

15 0.50 3.15 4.09±1.837 0.77±0.04 0.24±0.16 1.02±2.15 6.42±0.66 0.55 

VSL=0.73 (ms-1) 

Test# VSL 
ms"' 

Vsc 
ms"' 

VT 
ms"' 

ELS ELF Ls 

m 

LF 

m 
v 

I Iz 

16 0.73 0.63 1.73±0.0751 0.93±0.04 0.14±0.08 1.21±1.158 1.68±0.07 0.60 

17 0.73 0.84 1.96±0.14 0.92±0.04 0.25±0.14 0.90±1.209 1.40±0.22 0.85 

18 0.73 1.05 2.18±0.127 0.90±0.08 0.20±0.12 0.93±1.204 2.70±0.77 0.60 

19 0.73 1.26 2.56±0.229 0.89±0.06 0.23±0.1 0.73±1.213 3.21±0.4 0.65 

20 0.73 1.54 2.65±0.496 0.87±0.08 0.26±0.12 0.74±1.429 3.04±0.31 0.70 
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21 0.73 1.76 2.90±0.585 0.85±0.06 0.20±0.12 0.78±1.393 2.63±0.77 0.85 

22 0.73 2.11 3.46±1.138 0.82±0.06 0.27±0.1 0.61±1.480 5.17±0.31 0.60 

23 0.73 2.47 4.74±0.942 0.80±0.06 0.23±0.1 0.66±1.342 8.82±0.24 0.50 

24 0.73 2.95 4.91±0.575 0.77±0.1 0.23±0.1 1.51±0.583 8.32±0.43 0.50 

VSG=0.93 (ms'') 

Test# 
VSL 

(ms"') 
VSG 

(ms") 
VT 

(ms"1) 
E' LS 
(-) 

ELF 

(-) 
LS 

(m) 
LF 

(m) 
v 

(iiz) 

25 0.93 0.62 1.93±0.107 0.92±0.06 0.23±0.08 0.70±1.044 1.23±0.2 1.00 

26 0.93 0.82 2.17±0.128 0.90±0.02 0.17±0.16 0.81±0.763 1.26±0.42 1.05 

27 0.93 1.01 2.50±0.187 0.89±0.04 0.21±0.18 0.58±0.835 1.80±0.11 1.05 

28 0.93 1.26 2.81±0.249 0.87±0.1 0.26±0.04 0.95±0.925 1.73±0.24 1.05 

29 0.93 1.49 3.10±0.261 0.85±0.08 0.25±0.1 0.73±0.845 2.09±0.42 1.10 

30 0.93 2.07 3.46±0.598 0.81±0.06 0.23±0.14 1.30±1.111 4.99±0.51 0.55 

VSL=1.03 (ms'') 

Test# 
VSL 

(ms") 
VSG 

(ms) 
VT 

(ms') 
E' Ls 

(-) 

ELF 

(-) 
Ls 

(m) 
LF 

(m) 
1) 

(Hz) 

31 1.03 0.82 2.31±0.154 0.90±0.04 0.29±0.18 0.68±0.857 1.42±0.46 1.10 

32 1.03 1.00 2.61±0.213 0.88±0.04 0.23±0.1 0.50±0.694 1.77±0.32 1.15 

33 1.03 2.02 3.75±0.06 0.81±0.08 0.27±0.1 1.47±0.203 2.48±0.59 0.95 
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Table 3: Slug Closure Model Factors K1 (Liquid), K2 (Liquid), K3 (Gas) and K4 (Gas 

Test 
VSL 

(ms') 
VSG 

(ms-) 
KI(Liquid) K2 (Liquid) K3 (Gas) K4 (Gas) 

1 0.30 0.60 0.835 -0.612 0.041 -0.612 
2 0.30 0.80 0.824 -0.621 0.053 -0.621 
3 0.30 1.00 0.812 -0.568 0.064 -0.568 
4 0.30 1.48 0.751 -0.585 0.090 -0.585 
5 0.30 1.75 0.716 -0.536 0.125 -0.536 
6 0.30 2.07 0.680 -0.499 0.147 -0.499 
7 0.30 3.01 0.644 -0.499 0.183 -0.499 

8 0.50 0.62 0.829 -0.518 0.047 -0.518 
9 0.50 0.83 0.818 -0.501 0.059 -0.501 
10 0.50 1.03 0.805 -0.621 0.071 -0.621 
11 0.50 1.52 0.744 -0.610 0.097 -0.610 
12 0.50 1.77 0.729 -0.513 0.112 -0.513 
13 0.50 2.07 0.711 -0.535 0.130 -0.535 
14 0.50 2.67 0.661 -0.510 0.166 -0.510 
15 0.50 3.15 0.625 -0.454 0.201 -0.454 

16 0.73 0.63 0.814 -0.459 0.062 -0.459 
17 0.73 0.84 0.802 -0.407 0.074 -0.407 
18 0.73 1.05 0.757 -0.518 0.084 -0.518 
19 0.73 1.26 0.744 -0.532 0.096 -0.532 
20 0.73 1.54 0.727 -0.487 0.113 -0.487 
21 0.73 1.76 0.714 -0.499 0.126 -0.499 
22 0.73 2.11 0.682 -0.501 0.145 -0.501 
23 0.73 2.47 0.658 -0.533 0.169 -0.533 
24 0.73 2.95 0.621 -0.457 0.205 -0.457 

25 0.93 0.62 0.803 -0.437 0.073 -0.437 
'26 0.93 0.82 0.758 -0.448 0.082 -0.448 
27 0.93 1.01 0.747 -0.517 0.093 -0.517 
28 0.93 1.26 0.732 -0.397 0.108 -0.397 
29 0.93 1.49 0.718 -0.450 0.122 -0.450 
30 0.93 2.07 0.673 -0.463 0.154 -0.463 

31 1.03 0.82 0.752 -0.410 0.088 -0.410 
32 1.03 1.00 0.741 -0.509 0.099 -0.509 
33 1.03 2.02 0.668 -0.340 0.158 -0.340 
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Table 4: Relative Error for Gas and Liquid Phase Volumetric Flowrates 

Test# VSL 
ms'I 

VSG 
ms" 

GVF Liquid Phase Error Gas Phase Error 

1 0.30 0.60 60.12 -63.60 22.03 
2 0.30 0.80 66.78 -59.20 24.93 
3 0.30 1.00 71.53 -9.60 6.12 
4 0.30 1.48 78.81 -16.00 -14.65 
5 0.30 1.75 81.47 34.13 -29.74 
6 0.30 2.07 83.90 36.40 -15.19 
7 0.30 3.01 88.32 45.44 -12.24 

8 0.50 0.62 56.52 -49.30 44.92 
9 0.50 0.83 63.36 -48.00 25.83 
10 0.50 1.30 73.13 -4.00 -12.81 
11 0.50 1.52 76.07 -25.10 -2.69 
12 0.50 1.77 78.79 17.83 -16.75 
13 0.50 2.07 81.26 33.52 2.56 
14 0.50 2.67 84.86 28.87 -18.87 
15 0.50 3.15 86.84 30.10 -16.19 

16 0.73 0.63 46.28 -40.60 38.94 
17 0.73 0.84 53.38 -16.15 10.90 
18 0.73 1.05 58.90 -22.16 24.97 
19 0.73 1.26 63.28 -14.52 27.97 
20 0.73 1.54 67.86 -1.72 3.12 
21 0.73 1.76 70.67 -2.30 3.20 
22 0.73 2.11 74.30 10.80 5.97 
23 0.73 2.47 77.15 13.00 31.85 
24 0.73 2.95 80.16 15.10 10.20 

25 0.93 0.62 40.00 -38.10 56.36 
26 0.93 0.82 46.80 -22.40 40.28 
27 0.93 1.01 52.01 -32.10 51.07 
28 0.93 1.26 57.55 7.50 12.52 
29 0.93 1.49 61.60 2.90 18.69 
30 0.93 2.07 68.97 6.50 3.35 

31 1.03 0.82 44.08 -25.76 40.76 
32 1.03 1.00 49.27 -35.00 35.15 
33 1.03 2.02 66.15 18.99 -7.50 
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